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1. Introduction
This report has been written based upon a limited scope consultancy agreement concluded
with the European Commission (DG ENV), which contained the following tasks:
1) Design and implement a single CD based self-contained distribution environment of the

TREMOVE models for Intel computing platforms running Windows 95/98/NT.
This CD will contain all components of the GAMS system required to solve and modify
any of the model or data files. The TREMOVE models and their reference data should
be organised in form of a library easily accessible via the GAMS Interactive
Development Environment (IDE). Project and model documentation (if available) should
be accessible or linked to help files of the GAMS IDE. All library and documentation files
should be protected from accidental modifications. A small set of executable GAMS
scripts should illustrate the preparation of scenarios and sensitivity tests. The installation
and initial operation should only require general computer literacy and some basic
appreciation of optimisation modelling and the TREMOVE approach. GAMS will provide
free evaluation licenses (max 5 months) for GAMS, which allow the European
Commission to distribute these CDs for free.

2) Carry-out a limited review of the GAMS code for the TREMOVE model (Italy and
Germany -- as developed by DRI & KUL previously under contract for the European
Commission) in order to get an understanding of its structure and user-objectives.

3) Where appropriate and possible, identify computer-technical improvements leading to an
enhanced internal validation of the data processing and reporting, including editorial
changes, and the use of alternative solvers to analyse whether the use of those leads to
significant improvements in the problem solving.
To avoid possible problems related to the developer’s responsibility, copy rights, and the
modelling release management by the Commission in relation with its AOP partners, it is
understood that none of the identified improvements will also be implemented at the
level of the source code at this stage.

4) Time permitting, and based on its extensive experience with other modelling exercises,
provide the Commission with a range of options for implementing a transparent and
efficient use of the models by various interested stakeholders. These options could
include various inter-face options, including web-based solutions.

Item 1 is covered in Section 2 of this report. Items 2 and 3 are addressed together in Section
3. Selected options for further development of user interfaces are discussed in Section 4.
Sections 5 and 6 include additional suggestions for future maintenance and development of
the models.
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2. A CD-based self-contained distribution environment for
TREMOVE

The main activity of the consultancy agreement was focused on the design and
implementation of a self-contained distribution environment. Some minor modifications to the
model source code have been implemented. The system, which is now available on a CD,
reflects the current version of the base models for all countries and selected scenarios.
Below is a summary of the different steps, which have been undertaken during the
development of the CD.
1) Step 1: Remove some limitations of the initial model set-up:

a) A country model is not just one large file but a collection of various model and data
files, which are stored in different directories and get included into the model during a
model run. The path names of these directories had been hard coded into the models
and thus it was only possible to run the model in one directory, for example:
c:\autooil2\tremove\1_3\france. All absolute path names have now been replaced
with relative path names and thus the models can be installed in optional directories.

b) A simulation run for one country was controlled through a set of small (DOS) batch
files. Running a large number of scenarios through batch files is an efficient way for
experienced users to automate this kind of activities, which normally take hours.
However the same functionality for the TREMOVE models can also be achieved by
some small GAMS files, which execute other GAMS files. The main advantages of
this approach are:

i) Only one environment, the GAMS Integrated Development Environment (GAMS-
IDE) is necessary to run the scenarios, make changes to the models and to view
the results.

ii) The mechanisms for spotting errors in the GAMS code, which are available within
GAMS IDE, can be exploited (see Annex 1, Section 4.3 for details).

c) A lot of large intermediate files which are only needed by the GAMS system were
generated through the simulation runs of the models and had to be manually deleted.
These files could occupy between 50 and 80 MB disk space per country and are now
obsolete (and no longer generated).

2) All country models (base case) have been tested with different solvers to test the
robustness of the model. A few models did crash with the current version of the solver
(MINOS 5.5). This error does not show up under the old version (MINOS 5.4) of this
solver, which has been used to develop the models and to run the scenarios of the
AOPII- report. This behaviour requires further investigation (see Section 3,
suggestion 4).

3) A "User Model Library Manager" was added to the GAMS IDE to allow a simple and
uniform access to the models and some selected scenarios. Using the User Model
Library Manager to access the model files has several advantages:
a) The User Model Library Manager copies all necessary model files into the current

working directory. This process is not visible to the user.
b) The User Model Library Manager protects the original models from accidental

modifications, because the user is not working with the original model files but only
with copies in his working directory.
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c) The User Model Library Manager comes with a user-friendly interface and some
additional information about the model (version number, for example) can be made
available to the user in a structured way.

d) The contents of the User Model Library Manager can be modified through an ASCII
file with a simple structure. Once available, a new version of the TREMOVE models
can be installed and used without affecting older versions of the models. It is also not
necessary to reinstall the GAMS IDE again.

4) The models, the GAMS system and some documentation have been packed into an
installation program. This program allows a flexible installation of all necessary
components to execute the models from a PC running Windows 9* or NT. The set-up
process is guided through the installation program and is documented in the "Getting
Started" document which is available as Appendix 1 of the report.

5) A special version of the GAMS IDE has been prepared, which can be accessed directly
by the "Windows ---> Start Programs"- Menu. Additional system documentation is also
available as pdf files. This version of the GAMS IDE comes with an evaluation license for
the GAMS system to allow interested members of the working group to run the models
and to reproduce the results. The evaluation license will expire in February 2000. After
that date it is still possible to view the model code and the results, but it is not longer
possible to run the base case or a scenario. An extension of this evaluation period is
possible and can be done via e-mail.

6) The whole TREMOVE system can now be installed without affecting other programs or
an existing GAMS system. An automatic mechanism to remove the TREMOVE models
and the GAMS system gets also installed during the set-up.

7) A "Getting started" - manual (Appendix 1) was written to guide the user through the
following steps:
a) Installing the TREMOVE models
b) Getting familiar with the GAMS IDE
c) Running the base case and some selected scenarios
d) Removing the models and the GAMS IDE (if requested)

8) A password protected section with a download area for the installation programs and
documentation was set up on a GAMS web site. Members of the WG7 workgroup can
download the current version of the model and a packaged GAMS system from there.
The URL for this web site is http://www.gams.de/projects/tremove/. Some members of
the working group have already downloaded the system and could install it without any
problem.

9) Five CDs with the whole TREMOVE system and the documentation have been produced
and sent to the European Commission (Mr. Thomas Verheye). Fifteen additional CDs
have been shipped together with the final report.

http://www.gams.de/projects/tremove/
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3. Proposed computer technical improvements to the model code
and suggestions for further modelling work

During the preparation of the CD and the environment to run the models (see Section 2), a
limited review of the GAMS Code for the TREMOVE models has been carried out.
We want to emphasise that these suggestions are purely of technical nature and do not
contain any judgement about the model itself.
Most suggestions listed below can be done without changes to the core model and do not
add any additional analytical capabilities to the models.

Suggestion 1: Development of a model structure with less country specific
model files.

Motivation: Currently the TREMOVE models are a collection of different files for
each country. Some of them are shared between all countries, other
files are country specific. This is natural for country specific data sets,
but within some TREMOVE models, it is also the case for other files.
One example is the file where the costs to the society of implementing
the policy measure and the resulting reduction in emissions is
computed (for example, ef_ir.gms). The differences between the
respective "effect" files for the each country are relatively small. (The
model for Germany is more complicated, because it is the only two
cities model.)
It should be possible to reorganise and rewrite the TREMOVE models
as an n-city model, where the "one city countries" are a treated as a
special case.
If this is too difficult, we strongly suggest the following structure:
- Two core model files (Germany -- other countries)
- One file, which contains country specific data
- One country specific set-up and control file

Expected results: Reduced Maintenance costs, simplified model management
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Suggestion 2: Introduction of a model version and quality control system with a
history log and complete documentation

Motivation: Different versions of the models have been developed during the
lifetime of the project and further developments are anticipated.
The differences between the various versions are not obvious. Some
versions may have substantial improvements, others may just be
created for a very specific simulation. This may be not a problem if an
experienced modeller (or a small group) is doing all the modelling work,
but now the model code has been made available to the members of
the working group. It is essential that there are no confusions about the
versions, which have been distributed, and how to distinguish between
them.

Also, there should be always one official version of the models
(available online), which is used to run reference scenarios.
A history log and model documentation, which describes and explains
the changes between the different versions of the model, should be
accessible to all members of the working group.

Expected results: Reduced maintenance costs, improved credibility of results

Suggestion 3: Further data testing/conditioning, minor enhancements to the
optimisation models, and implementation of more sophisticated
solution strategies.

Motivation: During a simulation run a large number of small non-linear programs
have to be solved. This includes providing initial values for the
optimisation but also an improved scaling of the variables. Depending
on data, scenario definitions and used solver, some of these solutions
may fail and the entire simulation run is void.

Expected results: More robust and reliable solutions
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Suggestion 4: Tuning of parts of the GAMS code
Motivation: Substantial time is required to carry out simulations. It takes currently

about one hour to run a TREMOVE simulation for all countries on a
PC.
This time could be improved by re-writing some part of the code (some
arrays, loops, etc.).
Currently the optimisation part of the TREMOVE models is formulated
as a non-linear problem and solved with a general-purpose code for
non-linear problems (MINOS). During a few scenarios we have
observed numerical problems with the current version of this solver (an
older version of MINOS was used to develop the models and to run the
scenarios). A reformulation of the model as mixed complementary
problem (MCP) may provide more robust solutions and may also lead
to faster solution times for larger problems.

Expected results: Faster solution times: Tuning of the parts of the GAMS code in
connection with some specific enhancements to the GAMS system
could dramatically improve performance (improvements by a factor of 5
to 10 could be expected).

Suggestion 5: Extensive data validation sections and exception reports should
be added to the system.

Motivation: A number of implicit assumptions are made about individual data items
and some rather complex relationships have to hold to make the model
work correctly. These relationships should checked independently from
the simulation model through special data validation sections (or
models).
This becomes even more important as updates to the database are
anticipated in the near future.
The data input system could also be simplified, by adding in the GAMS
code many of the computations that are currently done in using the
spreadsheet.

Expected results: Better data validations, more robust solutions
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Suggestion 6: Improved link to spreadsheets (Excel)
Motivation: The process for generating scenarios and reports is currently

cumbersome, i.e.:
- Scenario description by stakeholder
- Modification of model by model expert and running the scenario
- Getting the results back into a report
This is a mechanic process, as long as no changes to the model code
are necessary. Some of these steps can be automated:
- There are free tools available (such as sslink or xllink; see
http://nash.colorado.edu/tomruth/inclib/tools.htm for details), which
can directly export and import data files into a GAMS readable
format. Further extensions are under development.

- Another option would be to write Excel macros to export and import
data from and to GAMS.

Expected results: Increased productivity, shorter response time

Suggestion 7: Development of the TREMOVE models should be done in a
platform independent form.

Motivation: Some economic models have an expected lifetime of more than 5 to 10
years (if maintained) and TREMOVE is a typical candidate for such a
model with a long lifetime.
A tight integration into a currently available technique may have some
advantages on the short run but leads to higher maintenance costs.
The majority of the web servers are operating under UNIX, and a web
based front end to the TREMOVE system is one of the options for the
future. The GAMS system is available on all major platforms.
This is not a contradiction to the previous suggestion (improved link to
Excel), because these links can be realised as additional platform
specific routines to import and export data.

Expected results: Reduced maintenance costs, wider range of possible interfaces

http://nash.colorado.edu/tomruth/inclib/tools.htm
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Suggestion 8: Development of a library of small models, which illustrate certain
concepts of the TREMOVE system

Motivation: The TREMOVE system implements a number of concepts, which
become difficult to comprehend when embedded in a large-scale
implementation. To aid comprehension and documentation of the
overall system, a set of small independent and simplified models of
specific concepts can be of great value. These models can also be
used to prototype possible extensions to the TREMOVE system.
One such sub model could be the emission module, which could be
used to test fuel specification changes.

Expected results: Improved communication between different interest groups, improved
credibility.
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4. Proposed user interface options for the TREMOVE model system
In addition to the proposed technical improvements to the TREMOVE model suggested in
Section 3, we discuss here the need for developing user-friendly interfaces, provide several
options and discuss two successful case studies.

4.1. The need for different interfaces
The TREMOVE system is used and developed within a multi-stakeholder environment,
covering a wide range of interests and specific skills. Some typical groups of stakeholders
and their characteristics are described briefly below.

• Modellers: design and build models and have full access to whole system:

� Academic partners: bring in new ideas but usually pay less attention to reports,
data, etc.; may only work on parts of the models.

� Commercial partners: may also bring in new ideas, less emphasis on scientific work
but more on general applicability; can deliver highly accessible reports.

• Model managers: have full access to the system:

� Model Manager: merges updates, makes sure that the whole systems works, runs
scenarios, etc.,

� Data feeder: needs mechanism to update, validate and track updated data,

� GUI developer: programs graphical user interfaces (GUI) to the models; may only
have limited knowledge about the models and the application, wants to use a
powerful and efficient tool to do the programming work,

• Model Users : They usually do not have direct access to models and prefers to use GUI:

� Domain specific experts: wants to run the models with different scenarios, limited
understanding of the code but detailed domain specific knowledge, may want to
make minor modifications to the code and the data or have suggestions for
improvements,

� Casual user: just wants to run the model and reproduce results, limited interest in
the model itself, but may have very deep domain specific knowledge, wants to get his
results back in a convenient way,

� "Decision Maker": may have no knowledge about the model and the underlying
complexity, just want to see some results/reports, just wants to run a few selected
scenarios, but also have the flexibility to add (with the support from other people)
scenarios. Model must be perfectly packaged and may not crash. Often members of
this group mistrust modellers and models.

Given this broad range of potential users with their specific interests and skills, it is difficult to
imagine that one single interface can support the needs of all these groups over the full
lifetime of such a system. For example, the Markal-Macro (see Section 4.3) shows that the
any user interface for a model will change over the lifetime of a model and will have to be
adjusted according to changing technology and needs of the user community.
No graphical user interface to the TREMOVE models has been developed so far:
- Data for the countries are maintained as Excel files;
- These Excel files have to be exported to a GAMS readable format by the modelling

expert;
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- The simulation runs have to be started through either a set of batch files or through the
GAMS IDE. The duration of a simulation run for one country depends on the available
computer but is in the range of 10 to 20 minutes.

- The output of a simulation is saved as a csv-file, which has to be imported back to Excel.
Two examples of different approaches to package complex models are introduced in the
next section. A general overview about the most commonly used interfaces to GAMS models
is given afterwards.

4.2. Commonly used interfaces to a model
As mentioned in Section 4.1, user needs and skills can be very different therefore often
requiring the development of several interfaces. The interfaces mentioned below
complement each other. They can be designed to work together and share common
components. For example, a web based application server can provide solutions to Excel or
to web interfaces. Certain data updates are done via Excel and others could be done better
with a classical database type system as the Xtractor (see Annex 2, Section 7 for details).

4.2.1. GAMS IDE
The GAMS IDE is a general text editor with the ability to launch and monitor the
compilation/execution of GAMS models. The GAMS IDE has been developed to support the
modelling work in a Windows environment and provides the modeller with full access to data
in its rough format and equation.
Progress of a compilation/execution can be monitored in the process window. The process
window is also used as a navigation tool to locate syntax errors in the source code and to
find various anchor points in the listing file. The IDE also facilitates the selection of default
solvers and manages GAMS parameters on a file by file basis.
The TREMOVE models are currently distributed with a tailored version of the GAMS IDE as
a front end. A screenshot of the GAMS IDE is shown in figure 3.

FIGURE 1: THE GAMS IDE
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Advantages:
- Provides a Windows interface to GAMS models with a convenient and simple access to

the model code;
- Supports process of model development;
- Has some knowledge about GAMS;
- Is being developed, supported and maintained by GAMS Development;
- Is also an excellent tool for training and workshops;
- Comes with a flexible user model library manager;

Limitations:
- No domain specific knowledge about the model;
- Requires substantial knowledge about GAMS;
- Only limited protection of the model against accidental modifications;
- No graphical interface to produce reports and charts;

4.2.2. Excel Interface to GAMS
MS-Excel is one of the most commonly used interfaces in business and industry and
provides both a database and a graphics engine (see figure 2 below).

FIGURE 2: GAMS MODEL PACKAGED USING EXCEL
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Advantages:
- Simple solution, Excel is available on most office PCs
- Most PC users have at least a basic understanding about how to use a spreadsheet.
- A lot of additional calculations can be done directly in Excel
- Powerful, flexible and extendible graphics engine
- Powerful macro mechanism (Visual Basic for Applications)
- Direct links to other standard office tools
- Easy customisation to fit the needs of certain users

Limitations:
- Only available for Windows platform
- High maintenance costs due to Microsoft's product policy (backward compatibility

questionable)
- Link to GAMS requires some programming
- Excel has no knowledge about a GAMS model, what happens if a model run fails?
- No centralised version management and control

4.2.3. Web interface to GAMS models
Providing web interfaces to an application is very fast moving field and should in some way
or another be done at the same time with any other approach.
The web will be an essential component for any further work. At a minimum it will serve for
the distribution of models, data and documentation.
There are a lot of available tools, which can be used to build web-based application server.
Even an overview about available techniques and tools is far beyond the scope of this report.
A simple free add-on to GAMS, called GAMS-X has already been used to package some
economic models. GAMS-X is a collection of several tools (GAMS-CGI, GAMS-Tk) and has
been developed with several guiding principles in mind:

• GAMS-X should be easy to install on any computer running GAMS.

• All the modeller should know in order to use GAMS-X is how to program in GAMS.

• All a model user should need to know to use GAMS-X is how to operate a web
browser,

• A GAMS-X model administrator should need to know nothing about GAMS to
administrate a GAMS-X site or about web programming to provide model users with
an online modelling environment.

• A web programmer should need to know nothing about GAMS or GAMS-X site
administration to create a fully customised online modelling environment.

• GAMS models should be easily transferable between GAMS-X sites.
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GAMS-CGI (see Figure 3) is the global GAMS-X modelling environment, which enables
users to:

• visually generate model scenarios and sets of scenarios using existing GAMS
models;

• access GAMS models from anywhere in the world and analyse scenarios knowing
nothing of GAMS;

• compare results, both in tables and in graphs, specified by the model builder;

• GAMS-CGI administrators can quickly and easily install models generated at any
GAMS-X site;

• Create a fully customised online environment.

FIGURE 3: GAMS-CGI

GAMS-Tk is the local GAMS-X modelling environment, which enables modellers to:

• visually generate model scenarios and sets of scenarios using existing GAMS
models;

• create customised graphs across scenarios and plot series defined in a GAMS
model;

• easily transfer GAMS models between GAMS-X (and hence GAMS-CGI) sites
anywhere in the world;

• easily generate HTML and LaTeX model output.
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FIGURE 4: GAMS-TK

Some examples of economic models, which have been packaged using GAMS-X, are
available at http://debreu.colorado.edu/mainpage/library.htm and are illustrated in Figure 5
below.

http://debreu.colorado.edu/mainpage/library.htm
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FIGURE 5: SOME MODELS WITH A WEB INTERFACE

Advantages:
- Access through Browser, which are now available on most machines
- Platform independent solution
- Client has no hassle with installation and set up
- No initial software costs for the client
- System manager has full control over models and can interact in the background if

necessary
- Centralised management of models, simplified version control
- Different access levels to models possible
- Connection to databases available
- Already used for distribution of models, data and documentation
- Also local or intranet set-up possible
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Limitations:
- Special programming skills required
- Unreliable or slow internet connections
- Only limited possibilities for user to enter data and to set up new scenarios
- Model runs may take to long for an interactive application
- Integration of results (tables or figures) into reports difficult
- Special load balancing mechanism in the background necessary for more complex and

resource demanding models (like TREMOVE)

4.2.4. Applications using RAD tools
Rapid-Application-Development (RAD) tools like Visual BasicTM, DelphiTM or PowerbuilderTM

are widely used to develop special tailored commercial solutions with a lot of additional
knowledge about the application. Some examples of such applications are shown in Annex 2
of this report.

Advantages:
- Special tailored solutions with powerful graphical interfaces
- Model can be completely hidden from the user
- Provide mechanism tools for interactions with databases

Limitations:
- Require deep knowledge about application
- Expensive to develop and maintain
- Continuos maintenance and support work necessary
- Client may need powerful hardware to run the application
- Not platform independent

4.3. Experiences from two successful projects
Two examples of complex economic modelling projects are introduced in this section.
The first model family is used by over 35 countries using for environmental planning
purposes. The interface to this model family has evolved in several steps and is now a
special tailored application using Visual BasicTM.
The second project was established to develop a modelling capability to evaluate
government policies that the Danish Ministry of Business and Industry is responsible for. A
public version of this model has been released for access via the Web.
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4.3.1. The MARKAL- MACRO Project
Background
The first MARKAL-MACRO model was developed by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
in collaboration with Professor Alan Manne of Stanford University to support strategic energy
planning. It has widespread international acceptance, with over 35 countries using it in their
environmental planning. In the United States, MARKAL-MACRO has been selected to
support the Global Climate Change Initiative agreed to under the Framework Convention on
Climate Change in 1992. The model supported analysis of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
MARKAL-MACRO is a "bottom up engineering"/"top down macroeconomic" model to provide
least cost energy system solutions to support planning and policy decisions. It integrates
energy, environmental, and economic factors, thus facilitating the understanding of the
implications of various energy or environmental strategies and policies. The detailed,
documented energy and technology database permits transparency and traceability of
analytic results.
MARKAL-MACRO links MARKAL (MARKet ALlocation) and MACRO to analyse energy,
environmental, and economic factors. The MARKAL portion of the model addresses the role
of energy, natural resources, transportation, processing of energy sources, and other
production/consumption factors. MARKAL is used in Europe, North and South America,
Africa and Asia.
MARKAL-MACRO was developed to support decisions that can reduce environmental risks
by estimating costs and analysing various technologies, strategies, and policies. Assessment
of environmental risk must address long-range, energy system fundamentals, the
environment, and natural resources.
The MARKAL-MACRO model describes the complex network of energy system technologies
and interactions, as well as options for changes in the network and the impact of these
changes. Natural resource use and environmental impacts are specifically identified. A
network flow diagram shows possible routes for each source of primary energy through each
of the steps leading to each end use demand sector. This network includes emissions and
environmental impacts for the activities in each step from the basic natural resource to the
end use, e.g., extraction/mining, transportation of all forms, conversion, etc. Outputs include
optimal mixes of fuels and technologies, definition of the emission sources and levels (e.g.,
CO2, SOX, NOX) for various strategies, marginal costs for various technologies and
applications, and specifics such as the value of carbon rights (marginal cost of emissions).
Additional models, which have been developed as part of the ongoing project, include:

- MARKAL-MICRO, the partial equilibrium model of Belgium, was used for a study of cost-
efficient CO2 reduction possibilities in the Belgian transport sector. Technologies to
reduce CO2 emissions in the transport sector are compared with technologies in other
sectors on the same cost and emission basis, taking into account the repercussions in
the entire energy system.

- a two-stage stochastic model formulation of the MARKAL Model

The evolution of the user interfaces
The metamorphosis of MARKAL and its extensions into highly automated, user-friendly
software for desktop computers has made them accessible to a new class of users.
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1) MUSS, the first user interface to the MARKAL system was a DOS based program and
was developed using CLIPPER.

2) ANSWER, the new front/back-end for MARKAL, was introduced during 1998 and was
programmed using Visual Basic (Figure 6). ANSWER provides a number of
enhancements over the original front end for the analysis and presentation of input
assumptions and results. These enhancements include:
a) Data editing capabilities via ‘direct cell editing,’ similar to a spreadsheet, with data

gathering and organisation possible using Microsoft Excel.
b) Utilities for scenario management of model data, and for case management of model

runs and results.
c) Powerful graphics and report writing capabilities via a link to Excel and paste

capabilities into Word for Windows, along with three-component charting in
ANSWER.

FIGURE 6: THE ANSWER INTERFACE TO MARKAL-MACRO

3) TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) is the evolutionary replacement for
MARKAL. Like MARKAL, TIMES is an optimisation framework, which produces the least-
cost solution subject to emissions or other constraints. The increased flexibility of the
model allows the analysis of a number of problems, which previously required
undesirable compromises or were beyond the analytical limits of MARKAL. The IER
Stuttgart using Visual Basic is developing a User interface to Times. The IER has also
developed MESAP, a general-purpose data handling system (with GAMS Xtractor for
managing GAMS Sets/Parameters - c.f. Appendix 2 for more details about the Xtractor).
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4.3.2. The MobiDK - General Equilibrium Project
Background
The MobiDK Project was established in September 1996 to develop a modeling capability to
evaluate government policies the Danish Ministry of Business and Industry is responsible for.
This capability entails:
- the assembly and documentation of a wide range of policy-relevant data, to enable rapid

responses to be made to policy debates,
- the construction of a "generic" model that can be used for general policy evaluations

purposes,
- the construction of several "special purpose" models that are tailored to the study of

specific policy issues relevant to the Ministry,
- the development of skills in applying models and evaluating their results within the

Ministry,
- and the provision of modelling skills to any interested party in Denmark, including other

ministries, lobby groups, and academic institutions.
The primary goal was to develop a number of Small Open Economy models. These models
will be Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) representations of the Danish economy.
Each of the SOE models was designed for a specific policy question. As each new feature
was developed it had been decided whether to include it in the default model or not. The
core model was just the initial template that had been used for each of the extensions.
The models have been developed using the GAMS/MPSGE software package.
GAMS/MPSGE is the most widely used package for CGE modelling.

The Web Interface to the Models
The complete documentation and the default model have been made available to users on
the Web (http://www.gams.com/projects/dk/MobiDK.htm).
An add-on to GAMS (GAMS-X) allows anyone with WWW access to connect to a page
showing the models available to be solved and the policy scenarios that can be solved. It
also allows some range of scenarios and alternative parameter settings to be specified, then
solve the model for the user and return the essential results.
The web interface allows many users in the policy community in Denmark a quick access to
the model without having them to invest a great deal of time and a relatively small amount of
money in learning GAMS/MPSGE and acquiring the software. A screen shot of the web
interface to a MobiDK model is shown below.

http://www.gams.com/projects/dk/MobiDK.htm
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FIGURE 7: WEB INTERFACE TO THE MOBIDK - TEARS MODEL

4.4. Conclusions and recommendations
The decisions, which user-interface to choose for the packaging of the TREMOVE
systems and for further development, is a crucial and a major step. Therefore to
ensure the continued success of the TREMOVE model system we suggest to:
1. Analyse other successful projects (such as MARKAL/MACRO and MobyDK):

TREMOVE is not the first model, which has been developed in an environment
with several stakeholder and interest groups from different countries. Most of
these models face similar problems and thus an analysis of their solutions (and
mistakes) may be a highly efficient undertaking.

2. Build prototypes of some interfaces first: Building some prototypes and
discuss them with the different user groups may be an important exercise. It may
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give a better understanding of the special needs of the TREMOVE system and
also ensure the acceptance of any user interface.

 Excel or RAD - Interface: Any developments in this direction should be
demand driven, i.e. a group of users participate in the design of such an
interface.

 Web-Interface: A prototype for a web based interface should target two
clients, current TREMOVE users and future TREMOVE users. The latter
group could be “attracted” by a Webpage design that is largely an informative
and educational brochure with means to contact the TREMOVE project
manager. It should be designed as a marketing tool. The current TREMOVE
user community should have a separate appearing system designed for “tool-
use” by the user. For the initial prototype page, the user will only be shown
one or two selected results of scenarios. Another important design
characteristic should be that the WebPages activity will be recorded for
evaluation purposes. It is hoped that by studying the activity patterns the
project team can determine the value of the TREMOVE project and better
discern the concerns of a given customer.
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5. Conclusions and suggested steps forward

In this section, we bring together the findings and suggestions discussed previously and
organise them in several categories. Following discussions with the European Commission,
we have made an attempt to match these categories with respective phases to further
develop the current project. In that context we have also provided some rough estimates of
time and resource requirements for the respective phases. Our very rough estimates are
wide ranged because of wide options in scope of work. The lower figure is a very narrow
scope and the upper figure is a well-funded phase with broad scope
It should be noted that the respective phases are likely to be overlapping in order to ensure a
continued output of the currently available tools.

Phase 1: Implement straightforward and relatively simple technical improvements and
develop a limited number of prototype interfaces to facilitate further review and maintenance.
a) Implement a subset of items mentioned under 3
b) Improve the GAMS IDE interface
c) Organise an initial web site
d) Prototype a initial web interface to the TREMOVE models

Duration: 6 to 12 months.

Phase 2: Review the TREMOVE model/data by selected experts from different fields: A
workshop or conference about and around TREMOVE could give excellent opportunities to
get a critical review of the current system and some new ideas. The possibility of a
monograph, which would contain selected papers from this conference, could give some
additional focus and discipline to the work program.
1) Organise a review meeting and invite selected experts to

a) use and comment the current TREMOVE system,
b) propose possible extensions of the system, and
c) discuss possible connections with other existing models.

2) Produce a monograph about and around TREMOVE serving multiple purposes:
a) Provide a users guide and self teaching manual,
b) Provide basic teaching manual short courses,
c) Serve as a general promotional tool for the TREMOVE project in academia,

government and industry.

Duration: 1 to 2 years

Phase 3: update the TREMOVE database and extend the analytical capabilities of the
TREMOVE models. This phase should also include the implementation of a Web based
interface (including an information system) to the TREMOVE system

Duration: 1 to 2 years
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Phase 4: Develop improved user access to the model and data to support the TREMOVE
user community, develop training material and hold training workshops.

Duration: open-ended
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1. Introduction
On request of the European Commission, the GAMS Software GmbH has assisted the
management of the Auto-Oil II Programme's cost-effectiveness working group to make the
TREMOVE model available its stakeholders at an early stage.
The TREMOVE model has been developed by experts from DRI McGraw-Hill and the
University of Leuven (KUL) for the European Commission's Environment DG to support the
AOP II cost-effectiveness program.
The set-up program contains the current version of the TREMOVE model family for nine
countries, i.e.: Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and
the United Kingdom.  Each country model contains three subdomains for the non-urban
areas, a city (two in the case of Germany), and the other urban areas. The ten so-called
AOP-II cities developed in TREMOVE are: Helsinki, Lyons, Berlin, Köln, Athens, Dublin,
Milan, Utrecht, Madrid, and London.
Access to the model has been granted (subject to a number of conditions agreed in the cost-
effectiveness working group) to allow participants to study the models and data and,
eventually, rerun the scenarios. Because the model is made available whilst the analytical
process is ongoing, users accept that
- The code is still subject to changes should this be required to run specific scenarios.
- The source code is still subject to a full editing process to ensure that the comment lines

are consistent (1) with the modifications implemented since the earlier model versions
and (2) across countries.

- Current financial and staff resources do not permit at this time to provide technical
assistance to run the TREMOVE model.

2. System Requirements

2.1. Hardware
To run the models, you must have a PC with hardware that meets or exceeds the minimum
requirements listed in Table 1 below.

TABLE 1: TREMOVE HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

Minimum Recommended

CPU 200Mhz Pentium I
processor or compatible

Pentium II 400 Mhz or faster

RAM 64 Megabytes 128 Megabytes or more
CD-ROM 1X CD-ROM 1X CD-ROM or faster
Hard Drive 60 MB for the models

and the GAMS system
60 MB for the models and the GAMS system, 250
MB if you want to run the models for all countries.

2.2. Operating System
The software is a 32-bit application and can only be installed and executed on a PC that is
running Windows 95/98 or Windows NT operating systems.
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2.3. Software Requirements
The TREMOVE model family has been developed using the General Algebraic Modeling
System (GAMS). A tailored version of this software is available on the CD and will allow you
to run the models. After a five month licence expires, the software will downgrade to
demonstration mode. You still can view the source of all models, but you will not be able to
generate and solve the models. To obtain a license without these restrictions, contact GAMS
Software GmbH (info@gams.de, Http://www.gams.de).

NOTE: GAMS is also available on other platforms and the models will also work there. Contact GAMS
to get more information about availability on other platforms.

At the current stage both the model and the data are saved in flat ASCII files. Some of these
data files have been generated using Microsoft Excel 97 and these spreadsheets are also
included.
Also note that currently a link between these spreadsheets and the input files required for
the models has not been implemented. Thus, every time you have modified the
spreadsheets, you have to export them to the GAMS input files manually.

3. Installing the Software
Make sure your PC satisfies the system requirements on the previous page.

NOTE: The installation of the tailored GAMS Version is not going to effect any existing other GAMS
installation on the user's machine.

NOTE: The setup program comes with an evaluation license for GAMS and MINOS. All TREMOVE
models will be solved with the MINOS solver by default.

3.1. Running the Setup Program
Execute the program "tremove.exe". You will see a screen similar to the one shown in Figure
1:

FIGURE 1: THE GAMS SET-UP WINDOW

mailto:info@gams.de
http://www.gams.de/
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Click Next to get to the next screen and follow the instructions on the next screens.

3.2. After the Installation is finished
Once the TREMOVE Models are installed on your machine, quit the installation. You will now
have a new a "TREMOVE" entry in your Start Programs Menu.

Click on [Start] → [Programs] → [TREMOVE Models] to get there.

The following entries will be found:

- The TREMOVE Models - Version 1.3a: This is the entry point to the TREMOVE models
for each country. We will explain the usage later.

- GAMS - An Example Model: Here you find a general GAMS Example Model (unrelated
to TREMOVE).

- GAMS Documentation: A short Tutorial into the GAMS syntax, the complete GAMS
User Guide and the MINOS Solver Guide. If you are not familiar with GAMS, please
start with the tutorial (which is also included in the GAMS User Guide). It is not necessary
to look into the MINOS Solver Guide unless you have a deeper understanding of the
model and if you want to know more about numerical problems during some simulations.

- Reset TREMOVE Model: This is a small program that resets the TREMOVE project file.
The usage of this program is only necessary if you want to revert to the original set-up of
the project file.

- Uninstall the TREMOVE models: This will remove all models and the tailored GAMS
system from your system.

4. Getting familiar with the GAMS IDE - the example model
The basic functionality of the GAMS IDE will be explained using a simple example.

Click on [Start] → [Programs] → [TREMOVE Models, Version 1.3]→ [GAMS
Documentation]→ [Example Model]
The GAMS IDE will be started and you will see a window similar to the one shown in Figure
2 below.

NOTE: The next steps are also explained in the Help System of the GAMS IDE. Please
check the Introduction and the Guided Tour in the Online Help (Click on [F1]→[Contents]
to get there.)

The edit window is organised as a tabbed notebook. The tabs allow you to navigate quickly
between various files by clicking on the corresponding tab.
On the bottom of the main window you see the numbers 1:1. This indicates that the edit
cursor is on line one, column one. This box will be updated as soon as the cursor moves to a
different location.
The next box does not show any text at this time. As soon as the file is modified, it will show
'Modified'. The next box shows 'Insert'; this indicates that any text entered in the editor will be
inserted rather than overwriting existing text.
Pressing the Insert key will toggle between Insert and Overwrite, and the shape of the text
cursor will change. The last box will show additional information when moving the mouse
over buttons, menu items etc.
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FIGURE 2:  THE GAMS MAIN PROGRAM WINDOW

4.1. Running a model
To run the demonstration model "TRNSPORT" use the mouse and click on the run button

 on the main window.

When moving the mouse over various buttons, a small yellow box will appear indicating the
function of the button. You can also start a run from the File menu. The File menu has a Run
command, and the F9 in the right margin of the menu indicates that pressing the F9 key can
also be used for this command.
Like many other edit commands, the run or compile command will always use the current
(active) file as the file to use.

4.2. Navigating the listing file
After starting the run, a new window, called the Process Window, will be shown. The
Process Window (Figure 3) shows the progress of the GAMS execution. You can change the
size of the Process Window and move it to a more convenient location as shown below.
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FIGURE 3: THE GAMS PROCESS WINDOW

The Process Window can show multiple GAMS processes running at the same time. Like
the Edit Window, it is organised like a notebook with tabs. The top of the windows will show
how many processes are active.

After the run has finished, we can use this window to open the listing file (trnsport.lst)
and position the cursor to retrieve more details. For example, use the mouse and double-
click on the line --- Reading solution for model TRANSPORT (see Figure 4). This line
is shown in blue. The listing file will be opened, and the cursor is positioned on the statement
"S O L V E S U M M A R Y".

NOTE: A discussion on how to interpret the output is beyond the scope of this
memorandum. For a detailed discussion, check the GAMS Tutorial ([Start] → [Programs] →
[Tremove Models, Version 1.3]→ [GAMS Documentation]→ [Tutorial]) or the GAMS User
Guide ([Start] → [Programs] → [Tremove Models, Version 1.3]→ [GAMS
Documentation]→ [User Guide]).
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FIGURE 4: THE GAMS EDIT WINDOW

4.3. Correcting a syntax error
The edit window (see Figure 4 above) will show two tabs on the notebook, i.e. one for the
'trnsport.gms' file, the second for the 'trnsport.lst' file. Select the 'trnsport.gms' tab, so we can
modify the model to introduce a syntax error.
Position the cursor on line 40 for the table statement and type a comma after the j (see
Figure 5). You can use the mouse or the up- and down arrow keys to move to line 40. You
can also specify a line number directly by pressing the F4 key. (See: Search → Goto line).
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FIGURE 5: CORRECTING A SYNTAX ERROR

Click the run button again to run the model. The 'trnsport.gms' file will be saved
automatically. Notice that the 'trnsport.lst' file disappeared from the editor.
The process window will indicate the GAMS errors in red as shown in Figure 6; double-click
on the red line with "*** Error 2". Instead of showing the 'trnsport.lst' file, the cursor will move
to the 'trnsport.gms' file and the position of the cursor (�) will be close to the syntax error.

FIGURE 6: FINDING THE SYNTAX ERROR

A double-click in the process window will position the cursor in the 'trnsport.lst' file when the
line is black, and position the cursor in the 'trnsport.gms' file when the line is red. To position
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the cursor in the 'trnsport.lst' file when the line is red, hold down the Shift key when double-
clicking.

To quit the example model, click on [File]→[Exit].
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5. Using a TREMOVE Model

NOTE: We explain the usage by the base case model for Finland. However, this also applies
for all other country models.

5.1. Opening the TREMOVE Models
Click on [Start] → [Programs] → [Tremove, Version 1.3a ]→ [The TREMOVE Models,
Version 1.3a ]
The GAMS IDE will be opened and you will see some files organised in tabs (Figure 7).
These are the base case models for all countries. The active one is the base case model for
Finland.

FIGURE 7: OPENING TREMOVE

Below is an explanation of the lines you see on the screen.
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TABLE 2: SELECTED GAMS SYNTAX USED IN TREMOVE

GAMS Statement: Explanation:
$ontext ..$offtext Everything between $ontext and

$offtext gets ignored by the GAMS
system. These statements are used to
include comment paragraphs in the
model code.

$eolcom # This statement tells GAMS to treat
everything as a comment what is
behind the #  character.

* The asterisk sign in the first position
of a row tells GAMS to ignore the
contents of the rest of the line.

$ title TREMOVE - Base Case Model for
Finland

This is the model name, which gets
repeated on each output page.

$ stitle Version 1.3a This subtitle refers to the current
version number, which gets repeated
below the model name on each output
page.

$include "finland_calibration.gms" The $include statement is called to
copy another model into the current
model. This statement loads the
calibration model for Finland.

$include "FNsi1_3a.prn" This statement loads the data file
which is used during the simulation
model.

$include finland_simulation.gms This statement loads the simulation
model for Finland.

file scen1 /finland_bc.csv/; This is the name of the output file
(finland_bc.csv) for the results of the
simulation.

$include ef_al3a.inc This statement loads some GAMS
files which are used to generate the
outputs.

5.2. Running the Base Case
To run the base case model, activate the finland_bc.gms window (click on the tab named
finland_bc.gms) and hit the F9-Key. The process window pops up and the model gets
executed (see Figure 8):
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FIGURE 8: RUNNING THE TREMOVE BASE CASE

NOTE: Click on: [Window]→[Tile Vertical] to rearrange the windows.

NOTE: The title of the process window will change to "No active process" after the
calibration run has been finished. Do not run any simulation model before this has
happened.

Depending on the speed of you computer the execution may take more or less than 15
minutes. No error message should pop up at this stage.
Once the model run is finished, another windows named Finland_bc.lst will be active,
containing a large list file Finland_bc.lst (Figure 9).
The first section of this output file is a copy of all the files, which have been included during
the model run. GAMS puts line numbers on the left-hand side of the copy. Please refer to the
GAMS User manual for a description of the following sections of the output.
Most of this detailed information is statistics and results, which will be of little use for the non-
expert programmer.
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FIGURE 9: TREMOVE LIST FILE

Two more files are generated during the model run. These files are
a) The log-file (finland_bc.log), which contains the history of the optimisation process and

can be used to verify how the model reached its solutions. Again, this file is of little use
for the non-expert programmer.

b) The results file (finland_bc.csv) for this model. This file contains the important results of
the model in a form, which can be read into every spreadsheet program, which can
import comma separated values, i.e. CSV files.

Click on [File] → [Open] and type in finland_bc.csv to open this file (Figure 10).

The lines 1, 2 and 4 contain some additional information:
- "C:\TREMOVE\WORKINGDIR\FINLAND_BC.GMS" - Name and location of the input file
- "C:\TREMOVE\WORKINGDIR\FINLAND_BC.LST" - Name and location of the output file
- "DATE:","11/08/99" - Date when the simulation was executed
The rest of the file contains results from the model. A detailed description of this output can
be found in the AOPII cost effectiveness study report (Part III) and related annexes.
NOTE: The output is currently written in a format, which uses the dot (.) as decimal symbol.
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FIGURE 10: TREMOVE CSV OUTPUT FILES

These CSV files are imported into a spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel to
produce user-friendly tables and graphs. A corresponding Excel worksheet is shown below in
Figure 11.

FIGURE 11: TREMOVE CSV FILE IMPORTED IN MS EXCEL
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The names all the country base cases and their corresponding program and solution report
file name are listed in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3: COUNTRY BASE CASE NAMES AND CORRESPONDING  PROGRAM FILES AND
SOLUTION REPORTS

Country: Model file: Solution report file:

Finland finland_bc.gms finland_bc.csv

France france_bc.gms france_bc.csv

Germany germany_bc.gms germany_bc.csv

Greece greece_bc.gms greece_bc.csv

Ireland ireland_bc.gms ireland_bc.csv

Italy italy_bc.gms italy_bc.csv

The Netherlands netherlands_bc.gms netherlands_bc.csv

Spain spain_bc.gms spain_bc.csv

United Kingdom united_kingdom_bc.gms united_kingdom_bc.csv

5.3. Running selected Policy Scenarios
The GAMS IDE uses a special directory to store the base case models and the selected
scenarios.

A special "User Model Library"-manager has been developed to retrieve the files, which are
connected to a model and to copy them into the current working directory. To access the
user model library click on [File] → [Open in User Model Library]. The User Model Library
Manager will pop up (Figure 12).

FIGURE 12: THE TREMOVE USER MODEL LIBRARY MANAGER
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The models (i.e. scenarios) are sorted by country and by scenario label. A short description
of the model is given at the bottom of this window. A double click on a model loads it from
the user model library into the current working directory.

NOTE: You will be asked by the GAMS IDE, whether you want to overwrite already existing
files. You can select "All" as long as you did not make modifications to the model or data
files. If you want to preserve your changes, please create a new project in a different
directory ([File]→[Project]→[New Project]).

NOTE: It is harmless to make changes to the files you have loaded. The original version of
the models and data files is located in a different directory.

The set-up of a scenario is the same as the one for the base case models discussed in the
previous chapter.

Table 4 below shows the scenario models currently included in the TREMOVE
demonstrattion package. More scenarios will be added over time.

TABLE 4: DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS INCLUDED IN THE TREMOVE DEMO CD

Country Model file Solution report file
France France_nt_1.gms france_nt_1.csv

France France_tc.gms france_tc.csv

Greece Greece_mc1.gms greece_mc1.csv

6. Additional Information

6.1. Restoring the original project file for TREMOVE
A project file serves as a place holder to remember which edit windows and which files were
open when the project was closed in order to restore these windows in the same state when
the project is opened again.
In addition, the directory where the project file is located is used:
- As the destination directory for GAMS models opened in the User Model Library
- As the default directory for file operations when GAMS executes, such as searching for

INCLUDE files and writing the LISTING- and PUT files
- To write temporary files during the model execution

NOTE: You must quit the GAMS IDE before resetting the TREMOVE project file.
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The TREMOVE project file can be restored to the original settings and window layout by
clicking on:

[Start] → [Programs] → [Tremove] →[Reset Tremove Project File]

A small program gets executed which replaces the current project file with the default
TREMOVE project file.

6.2. Updating to a new version of the models.

6.3. Uninstalling the TREMOVE models
The GAMS IDE and the TREMOVE models can be removed from the hard disk by following
this procedure:

Click on [Start] → [Programs] → [Tremove] →[Uninstall TREMOVE]

The uninstall program will be executed. Please follow the instructions on the next screens.

NOTE: All files which are located in the TREMOVE models will be removed, even if they
have been modified by the user.
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Appendix: Identifiers used in the models

1. SETS

Name: Description:
ADAPTED to each country
CAT TRE categories used in MOVE parts mostly
CATFULL TRE categories
CLASFULCLT pass. cars and light trucks
CLASFULGSL gasoline engine categories
CLASS exhaustive vehicle categories
CLASSFULL exhaustive vehicle categories
CLASSGSL gasoline engine categories
CLASSPCLT pass. cars and light trucks
EXCL Vehicle categories to exclude form VEHFULL in some cases
FUEL Fuel types
FUELL Restricted list of fuel types (gsl, diesel)
FUELPAR fuel parameters
FUELPARD diesel parameters
FUELPARG gasoline parameters
G Consumer groups
L2 Aliased with UL2
LARC large cars
LINK restriction of LINKFULL
LINKF restriction of LINKFFULL
LINKFFULL link between fuel and vehicle categories
LINKFULL Link between TRE and MOVE categories
LINKG restriction of LINKGFULL
LINKGFULL link between gasoline types gasoline and techn.
LLARC Aliased with LARC
MEDC medium cars
MEDLAR choice of new cars
MMEDC Aliased with MEDC
MMEDLAR Aliased with MEDLAR
MNTH List of months
N vehicle vintage
NF1 levels in production tree for non-urban transport – freight – transport/other

inputs
NF3B levels in production tree for non-urban transport – freight – rail/waterways
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Name: Description:
NF4A levels in production tree for non-urban transport – freight – big truck/small

truck
NL3 levels in production tree for non-urban transport – passenger – 4 wheel,

motos
NL4A levels in production tree for non-urban transport  – passenger – private /

collective
NL5A levels in production tree for non-urban transport – passenger –

alone/pooled
NL5B levels in production tree for non-urban transport – passenger – train/bus
NL6A levels in production tree for non-urban transport – passenger – big car /

small car
NL7A levels in production tree for non-urban transport – passenger – motorways

/ other roads
NN Aliased with N
NROAD Aliased with NL7A
POLL List of pollutants extracted from POLLALL
POLLALL List of all pollutants
POLLAOP2 List of pollutants extracted from POLLALL
POLLEP1 with EPEFE equations
POLLMC with degradation mileage correction
POLLTOT List of pollutants extracted from POLLALL
ROAD road types
T Time
TECH

TECHFULL List of all technologies
TECHMC Technologies used in this country
TECH_D Technologies – diesel cars
TECH_G Technologies – gasoline cars
TECH_GC Technologies – gasoline cars with catalysts
TECH_H Technologies – gasoline trucks
TECH_L Technologies – LPG cars
TECH_M Technologies – Motorcycles
TECH_S Technologies – mopeds
TECH_T Technologies – diesel heavy trucks and buses
TECH_V Technologies – light trucks
TECH_VC Technologies – gasoline light trucks
TT time period
UF1 levels in production tree for urban transport – freight – transport/other

inputs
UF3 levels in production tree for urban transport – freight – big truck/small truck
UL1 levels in production tree for urban transport – passenger  – transport /
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Name: Description:
other goods

UL2 levels in production tree for urban transport – passenger  - peak / off-peak
UL3 levels in production tree for urban transport  – passenger –

motorised/non-motorised
UL4A levels in production tree for urban transport – passenger – private / public
UL4C levels in production tree for urban transport – passenger – non-

motorised/motorcycles
UL5A levels in production tree for urban transport – passenger – alone / pooled
UL5B levels in production tree for urban transport – passenger – bus/metro
UL6A levels in production tree for urban transport – passenger – big/small cars
UROAD Urban roads
UUROAD Aliased with UROAD
VEH Vehicle types used in the country
VEHB all MOVE categories except the categories in EXCL
VEHBT Diesel heavy trucks categories
VEHDH HDV on diesel
VEHDL passenger cars and LDV on diesel
VEHFULL MOVE categories
VEHG all gasoline vehicles
VEHGSL Gasoline cars and light trucks
VEH_D diesel cars
VEH_G gasoline cars
VEH_GC Aliased with VEH_G
VEH_H gasoline heavy trucks
VEH_L LPG cars
VEH_M Motorcycles
VEH_S mopeds (scooters)
VEH_T diesel heavy trucks & buses
VEH_V light trucks (vans)
VEH_VC gasoline light trucks
VVEH Aliased with VEH
VVEHBT Aliased with VEHBT
Y help set for time loop

2. PARAMETERS
Name: Description:
A coefficient in congestion function
A0 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
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Name: Description:
A1 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
A2 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
A3 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
A4 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
A5 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
ADDPMG_GR additional emissions of PM - gasoline engines
ADDPMG_HR additional emissions of PM - gasoline engines
ADDPMG_MR additional emissions of PM - gasoline engines
ADDPMG_SR additional emissions of PM - gasoline engines
ADDPMG_VR additional emissions of PM - gasoline engines
ADDPMNX_DR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
ADDPMNX_GR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
ADDPMNX_HR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
ADDPMNX_LR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
ADDPMNX_MR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
ADDPMNX_SR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
ADDPMNX_TR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
ADDPMNX_VR additional emissions of PM - non-exhaust
AMCEUDC1 Mileage correction – slope scaled by 100000 - EUDC
AMCEUDC2 Mileage correction – slope scaled by 100000 – EUDC
AMCUDC1 Mileage correction – slope scaled by 100000 – UDC
AMCUDC2 Mileage correction – slope scaled by 100000 –UDC
AVGL average lifetime – years
AVGLEXP Average lifetime – proxy
B coefficient in congestion function
B0 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
B1 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
B2 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
B3 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
BETAEST cold mileage percentage (estimated)
BETAMEAS cold mileage percentage (measured)
BETAREV correction factor for beta for EURO II-IV gasoline vehicles
BMCEUDC1 Mileage correction - value at origin - EUDC
BMCEUDC2 Mileage correction - value at origin – EUDC
BMCUDC1 Mileage correction - value at origin – UDC
BMCUDC2 Mileage correction - value at origin – UDC
BREAKPROBA age-dependent breakdown probability
BSPEED speed of buses - share of speed of small cars in km per hour
C coefficient in congestion function
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Name: Description:
C0 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
C1 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
C2 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
CMCEUDC1 Mileage correction - maximum mileage –EUDC
CMCEUDC2 Mileage correction - maximum mileage – EUDC
CMCUDC1 Mileage correction - maximum mileage – UDC
CMCUDC2 Mileage correction - maximum mileage – UDC
COSTNF3BR operating costs collective freight transport – ECU per Tkm - TRENEN

values
COSTNL6BR operating costs buses in non-urban areas – ECU per vkm
COSTTRR operating costs trains - ECU per vkm
COSTUL5BR operating costs in urban areas - ECU per vkm
CURYEAR Current year – looping variable
D1 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
D2 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
D3 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
DIFMPV mileage difference between vehicle class - percent
DMPVKR desired average annual mileage - km per vehicle
DMPVR desired average annual mileage - km per vehicle
DSTCR desired stock of veh. per TRE class – thousands
E0 COPERT II coefficient for emission factors
EFDCR em. factor for diurnal losses (controlled veh.) - g per day
EFDNCR em. factor for diurnal losses (uncontrolled veh.) - g per day
EFHOT2R hot emission and fuel consumption factors - g per km
EFHOTR hot emission and fuel consumption factors - g per km
EFHRCR em. factor for hot running losses (controlled veh.) - g per km
EFHRNCR em. factor for hot running losses (uncontrolled veh.) - g per km
EFHSCR em. factor for hot soak em. (controlled veh.) - g per procedure
EFHSNCR em. factor for hot soak em. (uncontrolled veh.) - g per procedure
EFN2O correction factor for beta for EURO II-IV gasoline vehicles
EFNXPM non-exhaust PM emission factors - g per km - by Senco from TNO
EFPMGSL Average emission factors - PM for gasoline engine in g per km
EFSFIR em. factor for hot warm soak em. (veh. With fuel injection) - g per

procedure
EFWRCR em. factor for warm running losses (controlled veh.) - g per km
EFWRNCR em. factor for warm running losses (uncontrolled veh.) - g per km
EFWSCR em. factor for warm soak em. (controlled veh.) - g per procedure
EFWSNCR em. factor for warm soak em. (uncontrolled veh.) - g per procedure
EMCOLD_DR cold emissions by class and road - tonne - diesel cars
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Name: Description:
EMCOLD_GR cold emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl cars
EMCOLD_LR cold emissions by class and road - tonne - LPG cars
EMCOLD_VR cold emissions by class and road - tonne - light trucks
EMEVAPC_GR evaporative VOC emissions by class - tonne - gsl cars
EMEVAPC_HR evaporative VOC emissions by class - tonne - gsl heavy trucks
EMEVAPC_MR evaporative VOC emissions by class - tonne - motorcycles
EMEVAPC_SR evaporative VOC emissions by class - tonne - Mopeds
EMEVAPC_VR evaporative VOC emissions by class - tonne - light trucks
EMEVAP_GR evaporative VOC emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl cars
EMEVAP_HR evaporative VOC emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl heavy trucks
EMEVAP_MR evaporative VOC emissions by class and road - tonne - motorcycles
EMEVAP_SR evaporative VOC emissions by class and road - tonne - Mopeds
EMEVAP_VR evaporative VOC emissions by class and road - tonne - light trucks
EMEXH_DR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - diesel cars
EMEXH_GR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl cars
EMEXH_HR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl heavy trucks
EMEXH_LR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - LPG cars
EMEXH_MR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - motorcycles
EMEXH_SR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - Mopeds
EMEXH_TR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - heavy trucks
EMEXH_VR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - light trucks
EMHOTC_DR hot emissions by class - tonne - diesel cars
EMHOTC_GR hot emissions by class - tonne - gsl cars
EMHOTC_HR hot emissions by class - tonne - gsl heavy trucks
EMHOTC_LR hot emissions by class - tonne - LPG cars
EMHOTC_MR hot emissions by class - tonne - motos
EMHOTC_SR hot emissions by class - tonne - mopeds
EMHOTC_TR hot emissions by class - tonne - heavy trucks
EMHOTC_VR hot emissions by class - tonne - light trucks
EMHOT_DR hot emissions by class and road - t - diesel cars
EMHOT_GR hot emissions by class and road - t - gasoline cars
EMHOT_HR hot emissions by class and road - t - gasoline heavy trucks
EMHOT_LR hot emissions by class and road - t - LPG cars
EMHOT_MR hot emissions by class and road - t - motos
EMHOT_SR hot emissions by class and road - t - mopeds
EMHOT_TR hot emissions by class and road - t - heavy trucks
EMHOT_VR hot emissions by class and road - t - light trucks
EMTOTP_DR total emissions by class and road - tonne - diesel cars
EMTOTP_GR total emissions by class and road - tonne - gasoline cars
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Name: Description:
EMTOTP_HR total emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl heavy trucks
EMTOTP_LR total emissions by class and road - tonne - LPG cars
EMTOTP_MR total emissions by class and road - tonne - motorcycles
EMTOTP_SR total emissions by class and road - tonne - Mopeds
EMTOTP_TR total emissions by class and road - tonne - heavy trucks
EMTOTP_VR total emissions by class and road - tonne - light trucks
EMTOT_DR total emissions by class and road - tonne - diesel cars
EMTOT_GR total emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl cars
EMTOT_HR total emissions by class and road - tonne - gsl heavy trucks
EMTOT_LR total emissions by class and road - tonne - LPG cars
EMTOT_MR total emissions by class and road - tonne - motorcycles
EMTOT_SR total emissions by class and road - tonne - Mopeds
EMTOT_TR total emissions by class and road - tonne - heavy trucks
EMTOT_VR total emissions by class and road - tonne - light trucks
ENDOCOEFF weighting coefficient for endogenous scrapping
ENSCRAPRR endogenous annual scrapping rate - %
EPEFEPERCR EPEFE equations - percentage compared to AOPI
EPEFER EPEFE equations
EXOCOEFF weighting coefficient for exogenous scrapping
EXSCRAPR exogenous annual scrapping rate - %
FCCOLD_DR cold fuel consumption by class road and period - tonne - diesel cars
FCCOLD_GR cold fuel consumption by class road and period - tonne - gasoline cars
FCCOLD_LR cold fuel consumption by class road and period - tonne - LPG cars
FCCOLD_VR cold fuel consumption by class road and period - tonne - light trucks
FCEXH_DR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - diesel cars
FCEXH_GR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - gasoline cars
FCEXH_HR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - gasoline heavy trucks
FCEXH_LR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - LPG cars
FCEXH_MR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - motorcycles
FCEXH_SR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - Mopeds
FCEXH_TR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - heavy trucks
FCEXH_VR exhaust emissions by class and road - tonne - light trucks
FCHOT_DR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - diesel cars
FCHOT_GR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - gasoline cars
FCHOT_HR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - gsl heavy trucks
FCHOT_LR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - LPG cars
FCHOT_MR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - motos
FCHOT_SR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - mopeds
FCHOT_TR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - heavy trucks
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Name: Description:
FCHOT_VR hot fuel cons. (+ emissions) by class road and period - t - light trucks
FCOSPEED speed of coll. freight transport - km per hour
FCXKR exhaust fuel cons. by class road and period - tonne
FCXR exhaust fuel cons. by class road tech and period - tonne
FEIMP index of exogenous fuel efficiency (for post 93 technologies)
FLAGEURO3 Flag for EPEFE equation
FLAGEURO4 Flag for EPEFE equation
FLAGMOPEDS apply (1) or not(0) EPEFE equations to moped emissions
FLAGNCAT Flag for EPEFE equation
FLAGNCATB Flag for EPEFE equation
FPRR fuel price - ECU per litre
FTXR fuel tax - ECU per litre
FUELCR fuel cost - ECU per km
FUELEFF fuel efficiency of new sales - l per km
FUELRATE rate of fuel efficiency improvement after 96
FUELSPECR Fuel specification
FUELTR fuel tax  - ECU per km
GAMMA1 Coefficient to build a GAMMA function
GAMMA2 Coefficient to ficienta GAMMA function
GAMMA3 Coefficient to ficienta GAMMA function
GAMMA4 Coefficient to ficienta GAMMA function
GAMMA5 Coefficient to ficienta GAMMA function
GAMMAB intermediate value for life expectancy
GRAVITY fuel gravity - g per ml
H length of period of day
H0TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H10TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H11TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H12TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H13TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H14TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H15TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H1TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H2TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H3TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H4TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H5TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H6TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H7TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
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Name: Description:
H8TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
H9TECHMXR technology implementation matrix - share
IN %
INCPC per capita consumer expenditures - thousands
INFRAR infrastructure factor on A
INFRBR infrastructure factor on B
INFRCR infrastructure factor on C
INSCR vehicle insurance cost - ECU per year
LFUELCR fuel cost - ECU per km
LFUELTR fuel tax  - ECU per km
LIFECR lifetime cost - ECU per km
LIFEEXP life expectancy in years
LIM1 speed limit for eq. validity
LIM2 speed limit for eq. validity
LIM3 speed limit for eq. validity
LIM4 speed limit for eq. validity
LOAD0FPR load factor per big truck MOVE category - %
LOADCAP average maximum loading capacity big truck - tonne
LOADCF correction factor to account for load other than 50% - HDV only
LOADFPR load factor per big truck MOVE category
LRCR resource cost (excl. fuel cost) - ECU per km
LTRIP average estimated trip length - km
LTXR resource tax (excl. fuel tax) - ECU per km
M0 coefficients for evaporative VOC emissions
M1 driving mode share on evaporation
M2 coefficients for benzene emissions
MC0POP_GR same as MC0 with peak off-peak differentiation - gasoline cars
MC0POP_VR same as MC0 with peak off-peak differentiation - LTG
MC0_GR mileage correction factor - combination of the 2 above - gasoline cars
MC0_VR mileage correction factor - combination of the 2 above - LTG
MCEUDC_GR mileage correction factor - EUDC cycle - gsl cars
MCEUDC_VR mileage correction factor - EUDC cycle - LTG
MCPOP_GR same as MC with peak off-peak gasoline - gasoline cars
MCPOP_VR same as MC with peak off-peak gasoline - LTG
MCSPEED speed of motorcycles - share of speed of small cars
MCUDC_GR mileage correction factor - UDC cycle - gasoline cars
MCUDC_VR mileage correction factor - UDC cycle - LTG
MC_GR mileage correction factor - vintage weighted - gasoline cars
MC_VR mileage correction factor - vintage weighted - LTG
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Name: Description:
MESPEED speed of metro - km per hour
MGE Proxy for mileage
MILEAGER total cumulated mileage used for correcting emission factors - km
MPVCR average annual mileage per TRE category - km
MPVG Rate of increase for annual mileage in forecast
MPVKR average annual mileage per veh. – km
MPVNR average annual mileage per veh. – km
MPVR average annual mileage per veh. – km
NEXPF0IVR expenditures level other inputs prod. tree - ECU
NEXPF1IVR expenditures level 1 prod. tree – ECU
NEXPF2R expenditures level 2 prod. tree - ECU
NEXPF3AR expenditures level 3a prod. tree - ECU
NEXPF3BR expenditures level 3b prod. tree - ECU
NEXPF4AR expenditures level 4a prod. tree - ECU
NEXPF5AR expenditures level 5a prod. tree - ECU
NEXPL0R expenditures level 0 util. tree - ECU
NEXPL1R expenditures level 1 util. tree - ECU
NEXPL2R expenditures level 2 util. tree - ECU
NEXPL3R expenditures level 3 util. tree - ECU
NEXPL4AR expenditures level 4a util. tree - ECU
NEXPL4CR expenditures level 4c util. tree - ECU
NEXPL5AR expenditures level 5a util. tree - ECU
NEXPL5BR expenditures level 5b util. tree - ECU
NEXPL6AR expenditures level 6a util. tree - ECU
NEXPL6BR expenditures level 6b util. tree - ECU
NEXPL7AR expenditures level 7a util. tree - ECU
NFCF5AR non-urban FC level 5a prod. tree - ECU per vkm
NFCL4CR non-urban FC level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
NFCL7AR non-urban FC level 7a util. tree - ECU per vkm
NFCOSPEEDR speed of coll. freight transport - min. per vkm
NFTF5AR non-urban FT level 5a prod. tree - ECU per vkm
NFTL4CR non-urban FT level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
NFTL7AR non-urban FT level 7a util. tree - ECU per vkm
NGCOSTFR costs of freight transport borne by government - millions ECU
NGCOSTR costs of passenger transport borne by government - millions ECU
NLOADFF4AR load factors trucks - tons per vehicle
NMOSPEED speed of non-motorised - km per hour
NOCCCOR occupancy rates public pass. transport - pass. per vehicle
NOCCPRR occupancy rates cars - pass. per car
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Name: Description:
NPCUFR PCU in freight transport - millions
NPCUR PCU in passenger transport - millions
NPCUTR passenger car units in total - millions
NPOP number of people in millions
NPRODU total daily production - millions
NQF0IVR generalised price
NQF1OI generalised price other inputs
NQF1R gen. prices level 1 prod. tree - ECU per tkm
NQF2R gen. prices level 2 prod. tree - ECU per tkm
NQF3AR gen. prices level 3a prod. tree - ECU per tkm
NQF3BR gen. prices level 3b prod. tree - ECU per tkm
NQF4AR gen. prices level 4a prod. tree - ECU per tkm
NQF5AR gen. prices level 5a prod. tree - ECU per tkm
NQL0R gen. price level 0 util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL1O generalised price other goods
NQL1R gen. prices level 1 util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL2R gen. prices level 2 util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL3R gen. prices level 3 util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL4AR gen. prices level 4a util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL4CR gen. prices level 4c util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL5AR gen. prices level 5a util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL5BR gen. prices level 5b util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL6AR gen. prices level 6a util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL6BR gen. prices level 6b util. tree - ECU per pkm
NQL7AR gen. prices level 7a util. tree - ECU per pkm
NRCF3BR non-urban RC level 3b prod. tree - ECU per vkm
NRCF5AR non-urban RC level 5a prod. tree - ECU per vkm
NRCL4CR non-urban RC level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
NRCL5BTRR non-urban RC TR level 5b util. tree - ECU per vkm
NRCL6BR non-urban RC level 6b util. tree - ECU per vkm
NRCL7AR non-urban RC level 7a util. tree - ECU per vkm
NREV generalised income in non-urban areas per individual per day
NSF1 eos freight transport - other inputs
NSF2 eos private - collective
NSF3A eos peak - off-peak
NSF3B eos freight train - waterways
NSF4A eos big truck - small truck
NSF5A eos motorway - other road types
NSHF1IV shares level 1
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Name: Description:
NSHF2 shares level 2 prod. tree
NSHF3A shares level 3a prod. tree
NSHF3B shares level 3b prod. tree
NSHF4A shares level 4a prod. tree
NSHF5A shares level 5a prod. tree
NSHL1 shares level 1 util. tree
NSHL2 shares level 2 util. tree
NSHL3 shares level 3 util. tree
NSHL4A shares level 4a util. tree
NSHL4C shares level 4c util. tree
NSHL5A shares level 5a util. tree
NSHL5B shares level 5b util. tree
NSHL6A shares level 6a util. tree
NSHL6B shares level 6b util. tree
NSHL7A shares level 7a util. tree
NSL1 eos transport - other goods
NSL2 eos peak - off-peak
NSL3 eos 4-wheels - motorcycle
NSL4A eos private - collective
NSL4C eos motorway - other road types
NSL5A eos alone - pool & taxi
NSL5B eos train - bus
NSL6A eos big car - small car
NSL6B eos motorway - other road types
NSL7A eos motorway - other road types
NSPEEDR speeds per TRE category on road - min. per vkm
NTCF3BR time costs coll. freight transport - ECU per Tkm
NTCF5AR time costs truck - ECU per vkm
NTCL4CR time costs motorcycle - ECU per pkm
NTCL5BTRR time costs train - ECU per pkm
NTCL6BR time costs bus - ECU per pkm
NTCL7AR time costs car - ECU per pkm
NTECHMXR technology implementation matrix - %
NTRSPEEDR speed of pass. train - min. per vkm
NTRVCOR tax revenue collective - millions ECU
NTRVF3BR tax revenue level 3b prod. tree - millions ECU per day
NTRVF5AR tax revenue level 5a prod. tree - millions ECU per day
NTRVFCOR tax revenue collective - millions ECU per day
NTRVFPRR tax revenue trucks - millions ECU per day
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Name: Description:
NTRVFRR total tax revenue - millions ECU per day
NTRVIR tax revenue per consumer - ECU
NTRVL4CR tax revenue level 4c util. tree - millions ECU
NTRVL5BTRR tax revenue TR level 5b util. tree - millions ECU
NTRVL6BR tax revenue level 6b util. tree - millions ECU
NTRVL7AR tax revenue level 7a util. tree - millions ECU
NTRVPRR tax revenue cars - millions ECU
NTRVR total tax revenue from pass. transport - millions ECU
NTXF3BR non-urban TX level 3b prod. tree - ECU per vkm
NTXF5AR non-urban TX level 5a prod. tree - ECU per vkm
NTXL4CR non-urban TX level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
NTXL5BTRR non-urban TX TR level 5b util. tree - ECU per vkm
NTXL6BR non-urban TX level 6b util. tree - ECU per vkm
NTXL7AR non-urban TX level 7a util. tree - ECU per vkm
NVFUNC test coefficient if non-speed-dependent eq.
NVOTCO value of time TB per pass. per hour
NVOTFCO VOT of coll. Transport for freight per hour
NVOTFPR VOT of freight transport by truck per hour per vkm
NVOTMC value of time MC per pass. per h
NVOTPR value of time PR per pass. per hour
NWAGEFR wage of truck driver - ECU per vkm
NXF3BR tkm coll. per day - millions
NXF5AR tkm truck per day - millions
NXL4CR pkm motorcycle per individual per day
NXL5BTRR pkm train per individual per day
NXL6BR pkm bus per individual per day
NXL7AR pkm car per individual per day
OKAZ1 coeff. used in  vehicle residual value function
OKAZ2 coeff. used in  vehicle residual value function
OWNTXR vehicle ownership tax - ECU per year
PARAB coefficient used in exogenous scrapping function
PARADEV coefficient used  for standard deviation in cumulative normal distribution
PARAE coefficient used in scrapping function (for the final vintage >15years)
PARAT coefficient used in exogenous scrapping function
PPRR vehicle purchase price - ECU per vehicle
PTXR vehicle purchase tax - ECU per vehicle
R real interest rate
R0 coefficients for cold to hot ratio
R1 coefficients for cold to hot ratio
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Name: Description:
R2 coefficients for cold to hot ratio
RCH_GR cold to hot ratio of emissions
RCH_VR cold to hot ratio of emissions
RCR resource cost (excl. fuel cost) - ECU per km
REDUC em. Reduction percentage for future technologies.
RHC ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms in the fuel
RMCR repair and maintenance cost - ECU per year
RVPR gasoline volatility (Reid Vapour Pressure) - kPa
SALECCOEF coefficient used in sales function
SALECR sales of veh. per TRE class – thousands
SALEKR sales of veh. per class – thousands
SALER sales of veh. per class and technology - thousands
SCRAPCR Scrapping per TRE class – thousands
SCRAPKR Scrapping per MOVE class – thousands
SCRAPNR Scrapping per MOVE class and vintage - thousands
SHARELARR share of MOVE class in large cars
SHAREMEDR share of MOVE class in medium cars
SHAREMLR share of medium - large cars in TRE class "BC"
SHARER share of MOVE class in TRE class
SHC fraction of vehicle categories equipped with emission control
SHFI fraction of vehicle categories equipped with fuel injection
SHPR share of mileage per road class and period - %
SHR share of mileage per road class - %
SHRA Coefficients used in the utility function (needed for the sales function)
SHRB Coefficients used in the utility function (needed for the sales function)
SHRC Coefficients used in the utility function (needed for the sales function)
SHRD Coefficients used in the utility function (needed for the sales function)
SHRE Coefficients used in the utility function (needed for the sales function)
STCLAGR stock of veh. per TRE class – thousands
STCR stock of veh. per TRE class – thousands
STKR stock of veh. per class – thousands
STN90 stock of vehicles per MOVE-class and vintage - thousands
STN91 stock of vehicles per MOVE-class and vintage - thousands
STN92 stock of vehicles per MOVE-class and vintage - thousands
STN93 stock of vehicles per MOVE-class and vintage - thousands
STN94 stock of vehicles per MOVE-class and vintage - thousands
STN95 stock of vehicles per MOVE-class and vintage - thousands
STN96 stock of vehicles per MOVE-class and vintage - thousands
STNLAGR stock of veh. per class and vintage - thousands
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Name: Description:
STNR stock of veh. per class and vintage - thousands
STR stock of veh. per class and technology - thousands
STTNR stock of veh. per class technology and vintage- thousands
SULPHURR sulfur content of fuels in ppm - refers to data in FUELSPEC
TA average ambient temperature per month - Celsius decrees
TAXNF3BR taxes (or subsidies) costs collective freight transport - ECU per tkm
TAXNL6BR taxes (or subsidies) buses in non-urban areas - ECU per vkm
TAXTRR taxes (or subsidies) trains - ECU per vkm
TAXUL5BR taxes (or subsidies) in urban areas - ECU per vkm
TECHMXR Technology implementation matrix - share
TMIN minimum temperature per month - Celsius degrees
TMSHARE Coefficient used in utility function
TREND Trend
TRISE Temperature variation per month - Celsius degrees
TRSPEED Speed of trains - km per hour
TRUSPEED Speed of trucks - share of speed of cars in km per hour
TXR Resource tax (excl. fuel tax) - ECU per km
UEXPF0IVR Expenditures level 0 prod. Tree – ECU
UEXPF1IVR Expenditures level 1 prod. Tree – ECU
UEXPF2R expenditures level 2 prod. Tree – ECU
UEXPF3R expenditures level 3 prod. Tree - ECU
UEXPL0R expenditures level 0 util. tree - ECU
UEXPL1R expenditures level 1 util. tree - ECU
UEXPL2R expenditures level 2 util. tree - ECU
UEXPL3R expenditures level 3 util. tree - ECU
UEXPL4AR expenditures level 4a util. Tree - ECU
UEXPL4CR expenditures level 4c util. Tree - ECU
UEXPL5AR expenditures level 5a util. Tree - ECU
UEXPL5BR expenditures level 5b util. Tree - ECU
UEXPL6AR expenditures level 6a util. Tree - ECU
UFCF3R urban FC level 3 prod. tree - ECU per vkm
UFCL4CR urban FC level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
UFCL6AR urban FC level 6a util. tree - ECU per vkm
UFTF3R urban FT level 3 prod. tree - ECU per vkm
UFTL4CR urban FT level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
UFTL6AR urban FT level 6a util. tree - ECU per vkm
UGCOSTFR costs of freight transport borne by government - millions ECU
UGCOSTR costs of passenger transport borne by government - millions ECU
ULOADFR load factors trucks - tons per veh.
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Name: Description:
UOCCPRR occupancy rates cars - pass. per veh.
UOCCPUR occupancy rates public passenger transport - pass. per veh.
UPCUFR passenger car units in freight - millions
UPCUGR passenger car units per consumer group - millions
UPCUR passenger car units in car transport - millions
UPCUTR passenger car units in total - millions
UPOP number of people - millions
UPRODU total daily production - millions
UQF0IVR generalised price
UQF1OI generalised price other inputs
UQF1R gen. prices level 1 prod. tree - ECU per tkm
UQF2R gen. prices level 2 prod. tree - ECU per tkm
UQF3R gen. prices level 3 prod. tree - ECU per tkm
UQL0R gen. price level 0 util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL1O generalised price other goods
UQL1R gen. prices level 1 util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL2R gen. prices level 2 util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL3R gen. prices level 3 util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL4AR gen. prices level 4a util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL4CR gen. prices level 4c util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL5AR gen. prices level 5a util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL5BR gen. prices level 5b util. tree - ECU per pkm
UQL6AR gen. prices level 6a util. tree - ECU per pkm
URCF3R urban RC level 3 prod. tree - ECU per vkm
URCL4CR urban RC level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
URCL5BR urban RC level 5b util. tree - ECU per vkm
URCL6AR urban RC level 6a util. tree - ECU per vkm
URCNMOR resource cost of non-motorised transport - ECU per pkm
UREV generalised income in urban areas per individual per day
USEDEC age-related mileage decrease - percent
USF1 eos freight transport - other inputs
USF2 eos peak - off-peak
USF3 eos big truck - small truck
USHF1IV shares level 1 prod. Tree
USHF2 shares level 2 prod. Tree
USHF3 shares level 3 prod. Tree
USHL1 shares level 1 util. Tree
USHL2 shares level 2 util. Tree
USHL3 shares level 3 util. Tree
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Name: Description:
USHL4A shares level 4a util. Tree
USHL4C shares level 4c util. Tree
USHL5A shares level 5a util. tree
USHL5B shares level 5b util. tree
USHL6A shares level 6a util. tree
USL1 eos transport - other commodities
USL2 eos peak - off-peak
USL3 eos motorised - non-mot. & motorcycle
USL4A eos private - public
USL4C eos non-motorised - motorcycle
USL5A eos alone - pool & taxi
USL5B eos bus - metro
USL6A eos big car - small car
USPEEDR speeds per TRE category - min. per vkm
UTCF3R time costs level 3 prod. tree - ECU per vkm
UTCL4CR time costs level 4c util. tree - ECU per pkm
UTCL5BR time costs level 5b util. tree - ECU per pkm
UTCL6AR time costs level 6a util. tree - ECU per pkm
UTRVF3R tax revenues level 3 prod. tree - millions ECU
UTRVFRR total tax revenues - millions ECU per day
UTRVIR total tax revenues per consumer in ECU - ECU
UTRVL4CR tax revenues level 4c util. tree - millions ECU
UTRVL5BR tax revenues level 5b util. tree - millions ECU
UTRVL6AR tax revenues level 6a util. tree - millions ECU
UTRVNMR total tax revenues level 4c util. tree - millions ECU
UTRVPRR total tax revenues cars per group - millions ECU
UTRVPUR total tax revenues public transport per group - millions ECU
UTRVR total tax revenues from passenger transport - millions ECU
UTXF3R urban TX level 3 prod. tree - ECU per vkm
UTXL4CR urban TX level 4c util. tree - ECU per vkm
UTXL5BR urban TX level 5b util. tree - ECU per vkm
UTXL6AR urban TX level 6a util. tree - ECU per vkm
UTXNMOR tax (or subsidy) of non-motorised transport - ECU per pkm
UVOTF value of time freight per vkm per hour
UVOTMC value of time motorcycle per pass. per hour
UVOTNMO value of time NMO per pass. per hour
UVOTPR value of time PR per pass. per hour
UVOTPU value of time PU per pass. per hour
UVOTWA value of time walking and waiting per hour
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Name: Description:
UWAGEFR wage of truck driver - ECU per vkm
UWAIT90R waiting time at stop in 1990 - min. per pkm
UWAITR waiting time at stop - min. per pkm
UWALK90R walking time to stop in 1990 - min. per pkm
UWALKR walking time to stop - min. per pkm
UXF3R tkm truck per day - millions
UXL4CR pkm NM per individual per day
UXL5BR pkm public per individual per day
UXL6AR pkm car per individual per day
VCR average speed per TRE category - km per hour
VEHPRR residual value of vehicle of vintage N - ECU per vehicle
VMR average speed per MOVE category - km per hour
VR average speed per MOVE category - km per hour
WLIFECMLR weighted lifetime cost of medium - large cars
WR intermediate parameter for endogenous scrapping rate
XR intermediate parameter for endogenous scrapping rate
XROR annual demand level per road type - millions vkm
XRPR annual demand level per road type and period of the day - millions vkm
XTOTR aggregate annual demand level - millions vkm
ZR intermediate parameter for endogenous scrapping rate

3. VARIABLES

Name Description
NEXPF0R expenditures level 0 prod. tree - millions ECU
NEXPF1R expenditures level 1 prod. tree - millions ECU
NQF0R gen. price level 0 prod. tree - ECU per tkm
NSHF1 shares level 1 prod. tree
NWR dummy objective
UEXPF0R expenditures level 1 prod. tree - ECU
UEXPF1R expenditures level 1 prod. tree - ECU
UQF0R gen. price level 0 prod. tree - ECU per pkm
USHF1 shares level 1 prod. tree
UWR dummy objective

4. EQUATIONS
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Name: Description:
NEEXPF0R eq. expenditures level 0 prod. tree
NEEXPF1FRR eq. expenditures FR level 1 prod. tree
NEEXPF1OIR eq. expenditures OI level 1 prod. tree
NEQF0R eq. gen. price level 0 prod. tree
NESHF1 eq. shares level 1 prod. tree
NESMSHF1 eq. sum of shares level 1 prod. tree
NEWR eq. dummy objective
UEEXPF0R eq. expenditures level 0 prod. tree
UEEXPF1FRR eq. Expenditures FR level 1 prod. tree
UEEXPF1OIR eq. Expenditures OI level 1 prod. tree
UEQF0R eq. gen. price level 0 prod. tree
UESHF1 eq. shares level 1 prod. tree
UESMSHF1 eq. sum of shares level 1 prod. tree
UEWR eq. dummy objective
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1. Introduction
In the main report, we have identified a number of options for creating user-friendly
interfaces for GAMS models. In this annex, we provide a number of examples that
have been developed by other modelling groups and/or commercial companies to
better demonstrate the capabilities.
The options discussed in the main report are listed in the first rows of Table 1 below.
The table also shows the combination of interface utilities used for the various cases.

TABLE 1: EXAMPLES OF INTERFACES AND CASE STUDIES

Web interfaces
GAMS-X

RAD tools

GAMS-CGI GAMS-Tk Visual Basic/Excel Other

Markal/Macro X

MobiDK X X

IIAM Powerbuilder

RISKADVISOR C++

STARBLEND GUPTA SQL

WATERTARGET X

GAMS/MATLAB MATLAB

XTRACTOR X
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2. International Impact Assessment Model (IIAM) by CRA
The IIAM has been developed by Charles River Associates (CRA) to analyse the
economic impacts of greenhouse gas policies. It can analyse different policies on more
than 100 nations over a period from present day to 2030. The IIAM allows interactive
analysis and discussions of alternative carbon abatement proposals and their effects
on countries. The system includes two general equilibrium models (a multi-region trade
model and a single country model) and has been built using GAMS/MPSGE and
GAMS/PATH.

FIGURE 1:  INTERNATIONAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT MODEL

Development environment for user interface: PowerBuilderTM

Contact information: Charles River Associates, e-mail: PMB@crai.com.
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3. RiskAdvisorTM by Risklab
The RiskAdvisor has been developed to manage portfolios consisting of different
interest rate derivatives, foreign exchange instruments and stocks. Beside the
valuation functionality you are able to analyse your portfolio via Value at Risk, key rate
deltas and gammas, scenarios, cash flow, tables, etc. Optimisation models are used to
manage risk exposure choosing among different constraints and optimisation models.
A real time data feed (Reuter) ensures an accurate valuation facility using current
market prices and risks.

FIGURE 2:  RISKADVISOR

Development environment for user interface: C++ based system

Contact information: Risklab Germany, e-mail: info@risklab.de

mailto:info@risklab.de
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4. StarblendTM by Equiva Services
StarBlendTM is a decision support tool that produces optimal blend recipes for
gasolines, distillates, and fuel oils.  Its output is designed to assist refinery operations
planning personnel by deciding recipes in view of current daily conditions, monthly
production targets, and various property specifications.

FIGURE 3:  STARBLEND

Development environment for user interface: GUPTA SQL

Contact information: Equiva Services, e-mail: RJSmith@equiva.com

mailto:RJSmith@equiva.com
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5. WaterTargetTM  by Linnhoff March
WaterTargetTM is an award winning suite of software tools comprising:
- WaterTracker™, for rapid production of site-wide water and contaminant

balances:

FIGURE 4:  WATERPINCH
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- WaterPinch™, for selection and design of the best water re-use, re-generation
and effluent treatment systems.

FIGURE 5:  WATERTRACKER

Development environment for user interface: Visual BasicTM

Contact information: Linnhoff March, e-mail:@LinnhoffMarch.com
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6. GAMS/Matlab
GAMS/MATLAB is a two-way link between GAMS and MATLABTM. Complex
optimization models can be formulated in GAMS, data (parameters, strings, sets) can
be passed from MATLAB, and solutions can be returned to MATLABTM.
Examples of usage are in oil exploration, cancer treatment (shown here), and design of
video-on-demand systems. The immediate benefits for both packages are:
- MATLABTM can be used as a visualisation package for GAMS models

- GAMS can be used as a sophisticated optimisation toolbox for MATLABTM

FIGURE 6:  GAMS/MATLAB

Development environment for user interface: MATLABTM

Contact information: Michael C. Ferris, University of Wisconsin,

e-mail: ferris@cs.wisc.edu
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7. Xtractor
The Xtractor is a MESAP1 module specially developed to use the MESAP database
together with GAMS models. It allows to extract data from the MESAP DBMS into a
GAMS compatible format and to import the results of a model run back into the
MESAP DBMS. Thus the GAMS modeler can use MESAP to manage the model
topology (sets) and the model data (input and output) while exploiting all advantages of
MESAP DBMS such as:

- Information system capability: possibility to store any kind of time series
information (historical data and model results) for different scenarios

- Minimisation of data redundancy: a relational data model stores every unique
information only once

- Data entry assistance: spreadsheet based data entry forms, user defined
configuration. Inheritance, mapping and inter-/extrapolation facilities reduce
possible errors.

- Versatile retrieval functions: text search, search for patterns of key words

- Powerful report generator: spreadsheet like reports, including user defined
formulas and graphs, hot link to database

- Multidimensional data analysis: data warehouse technology such as the data
cube based on OLAP technology (online analytical processing)

- Multi user capability: concurrent multi user access to a database in a pc network
for data entry or result analysis.

- Internet capability: access to a central database via Internet browser for data
maintenance and data gathering.

Functionality of the Xtractor:
a) The Xtractor opens the MESAP database with its facilities for easy data

maintenance to the world of GAMS models and thus allows using this powerful
modelling language while avoiding the tedious management of large ASCII files.

b) Within the Xtractor environment the GAMS modeller can build up and edit the
topology of his model regarding sets (sub-sets, multi-dimensional sets, set
elements), parameters and variables. This information is stored in the MESAP
DBMS and can be extracted to GAMS include files (ASCII) at any time. These
include files for sets and the GAMS model will later call the parameters.

c) The equations, model-/solve- and display-statements need to be set up by the
modeller in the usual way with an editor in the main ASCII file.

                                                
1 MESAP (Modular Energy System Analysis and Planning) is a technology transfer product
designed at the University of Stuttgart, Germany and developed according to professional
software engineering standards. It has been designed as a tool for experts working planning
departments of ministries, consulting companies, donor agencies, research institutions and
energy utilities. The core of MESAP is a standardised database and information management
system for energy modelling with user friendly data entry tools (Windows GUI, spreadsheet based),
built-in unit conversion, scenario management and a flexible report generator. The database is
multi-user capable in PC networks and offers import/export facility to MS-Excel. The MESAP
database management system has been specially designed to manage all kind of time series
related data.
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d) After a GAMS model run, the import facility of the Xtractor will write the model
results back into the MESAP DBMS according to the variable definition in the
include file.

The main advantages of the Xtractor are:
a) Modifications on the model (set structure or input data) do not need to be carried

out any more on the level of the ASCII files. The modeller can use the Xtractor to
make his modifications more efficiently with a reduced demand for tracing the data
of concern. Non modelling specialists who do not necessarily need to be
acquainted with model details can use the Xtractor to navigate in the database.

b) The flexible DataSheet offers any kind of view on the data. The user can define
what should be displayed (selected time series) and how it should be displayed
(sort order, long/short names, number format, ...). In addition to the strict
parameter based data entry coming from GAMS, the modeller can focus on any
dimension (information) he wants to retrieve or enter data for. Thus it is possible to
enter e.g. data for all parameters of one technology.

Once having selected the dimensions of interest the user can set filters on the
database content by means of hierarchical trees in order to focus on specific parts of
the data. Each datasheet configuration can be saved as display profiles and later be
recalled.

FIGURE 7:  XTRACTOR

Development environment for user interface: Visual BasicTM

Contact information: Cristoph Schlenzig, University of Stuttgart,

e-mail: cs@ier.uni-stuttgart.de
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1. INTRODUCTION

MARKAL is a family of bottom-up energy system models that depicts both supply and
demand. MARKAL provides policy makers and planners in the public and private sector
with extensive detail on energy producing and consuming technologies, and it can
provide an understanding of the interplay between the macroeconomy and energy use. As
a result, this modeling framework has helped national and local energy planning, and the
development of carbon mitigation strategies. The MARKAL family of models is unique,
benefiting from application in wide variety of settings and global technical support from
the international research community. Implementation in nearly 40 countries, including
developed, transitional, and developing economies indicates wide acceptability. In
addition to support from the traditional research community, support is now available
through an international consulting firm, the International Resources Group, which
provides a staff of skilled users and sources of data. As a result, the framework has wide
credibility that is continuing to grow in the international community.

This discussion introduces the reader to the MARKAL family of models and provides an
over view of model developments, enhancements, and TIMES, the newest member of the
family, which will be formally introduced in April 1999. MARKAL represents one class
of model that has been used in the analysis of carbon mitigation efforts (Sanstad and
Greening, 1998a). The MARKAL family is only one of several decision frameworks that
have been used for this purpose. Since the methodology is adaptable to various scales,
MARKAL provides a consistent approach for energy policy decision-making and at the
multi-national, country, state or municipal levels. Therefore, MARKAL is a prime
candidate for use in a capacity building program, which may evolve in response to
commitments to reduce greenhouse gases or to plan energy system infrastructure
development.

Along with its general introduction to MARKAL and its potential uses, this paper
provides potential MARKAL users with a sense of the international commitment now
driving innovation and evolution of the modeling framework. The framework constantly
benefits from the contributions of talented researchers in institutions around the world,
unlike those models that are the product of a single institution. MARKAL’s collaborative
approach to model development is implemented through an open architecture provided
by the General Algebraic Modeling System. (Learn more at http://www.gams.com/.)

This paper describes the different versions of MARKAL. With few exceptions, individual
versions are additive, and they can be used in combination with each other where
appropriate. In some instances however, features are mutually exclusive as they represent
different modeling techniques that address the same needs. For example
MACRO/MICRO/MED, each address changes in demand levels that respond to changes
in energy prices. However, because each of these versions has a different underlying
theoretical development they may not be used together.
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2. POLICY AND PLANNING QUESTIONS ADDRESSED BY
THE MARKAL-FAMILY

The MARKAL family of models can answer a number of different policy and planning
questions. The widest current applications are for the analysis of policies designed to
reduce carbon emissions from energy and materials consumption. Since the framework
depicts individual technologies, it is particularly useful to evaluate policies that promote
the use of technologies. These technologies promote greater efficiency in energy or
materials, or development and use of new technologies. Most aggregate modeling
frameworks (e.g., macroeconomic models) lack this capacity. Whereas impacts of
specific programs may not be identified in output from those other models, the impacts
can be identified in the output from MARKAL. Considering that policies affecting
technology choice represent one of the primary means for reducing greenhouse gases,
this is an important feature.

MARKAL can be used to evaluate the following: R&D programs, energy performance
standards, building codes, demand-side management and renewable technology
programs, and other policies designed to guide the choice of technologies. By using the
MARKAL family of models, users can evaluate the effects of various technology
programs on both the average and shadow costs of carbon.

In addition to technology policies, MARKAL can be used to examine market-based
instruments. Much speculation has occurred about the interaction between technology
policies, energy price instruments (e.g., BTU taxes, carbon permits), and economic
growth (Greening, Greene, and Difiglio, 1999). As the price of energy services falls in
response to efficiency-induced increases in the supply of energy services, a concern is
that many of the reductions from technology gains will be lost. This phenomenon is
known as the “rebound” effect. As a result, it is important to design carbon mitigation or
energy policies that incorporate technology and market based policies. In addition to
energy price instruments, other market instruments, such as early emissions reduction
investment credits, technology implementation subsidies, and lending schemes (e.g.,
funds dedicated or made available international donors) can be evaluated.

Current versions of the model can be used to model interregional, international, and
intracountry carbon permit trading schemes. As part of the analysis of permit trading
schemes, the representation of Joint Implementation (JI) and Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) projects is critical. Often, in order to gain acceptance for a
greenhouse gas reduction strategy in developing countries, a carbon mitigation strategy,
from which ancillary or additional benefits (e.g., increased standards of living and
improved health due to reduction in local pollutants) accrue, will be required for
acceptance and implementation. Those benefits can be identified, and quantified in an
expanded MARKAL framework.

Although carbon sequestration projects may also be investigated in current versions of
MARKAL, planned enhancements to the model, including linkages with detailed models
of the forestry and agriculture sectors and a watershed model, will expand both the detail
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of output and the range of policies which can be evaluated. These three sectors (i.e.,
agriculture, forestry, and water) offer potential carbon mitigation strategies. Also, these
sectors are impacted by the potential effects of climate change. For developing countries,
which are usually heavily dependent on agriculture, inclusion of these three sectors in the
planning framework is crucial for the development of integrated natural resource
management plans.

Since there is a great deal of uncertainty associated with the formulation of carbon
reduction policies, this aspect must be addressed in the analysis process. Uncertainties
include CO2 reduction targets, emission permit prices, energy prices, levels of economic
output and energy demand, and the paths or trajectories of technological development
and adoption. Changes in any of these parameters can affect the choice of specific policy
instruments, and the timing of implementation. MARKAL can evaluate the sensitivity of
a given policy to these parameters through its stochastic programming feature. This
sensitivity adds depth to the policy development process by allowing policy-makers to
choose the set of policy instruments most likely to succeed in the face of the uncertainties
enumerated above.

The MARKAL family is not limited to the analysis of carbon mitigation strategies. The
framework has also been applied in the development of regional and local energy plans,
and the evaluation of other types of emissions. For regional and local energy planning,
the model may be used to evaluate the timing and capacity requirements for electricity
generation and transmission, as well as district heat and natural gas distribution systems.
Air quality issues may be evaluated through the use of MARKAL in conjunction with
urban air quality models and geographical information systems (GIS). MARKAL has
been employed in this type of analysis in several cities in Europe.

The most recent addition to the MARKAL family, TIMES, an optimization framework,
significantly expands the number of policy and planning issues that MARKAL can
address. For example, this version of the model should allow the evaluation of the effects
of time-of-use electrical rates on load curves. Similarly, the vintaging aspect of this
member of the MARKAL family should allow more complete evaluation of
governmental policies designed to encourage the replacement of obsolete capital
equipment. This version of the model also more rigorously evaluates industrial processes
through the enhanced portrayal of these processes.

Recently developed enhancements in usability, and expanded support portend further
opportunities for the use of MARKAL. The creation of a new user-friendly front/back
end, and an increase in the availability of technical support and advice will expand the
implementation of the model. Examples of planning tasks undertaken by private firms for
which the model could be used include industrial infrastructure development and the
financial planning required for various types of capital investment. Networked industries
(i.e., electricity, natural gas, and telecommunications) have a number of potentially
interesting problems that could be addressed by the MARKAL family of models. The full
range of potential problems and applications has yet to be defined.
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3. MARKAL

MARKAL (MARKet Allocation) is a bottom-up, dynamic linear programming model of
a country’s energy system. The model, first developed in the late 1970s for energy
planning, continues to undergo development and refinement. Energy Technology
Systems Analysis Programme (ETSAP) coordinates these activities, and is sponsored by
the International Energy Agency (IEA). (More information about ETSAP can be obtained
by visiting their web site at http://www.ecn.nl/unit_bs/etsap/).

As with most energy system models, energy carriers in MARKAL interconnect the
conversion and consumption of energy. This user-defined network includes all energy
carriers involved with primary supplies (e.g., mining, petroleum extraction, etc.),
conversion and processing (e.g., power plants, refineries, etc.), and end-use demand for
energy services (e.g., boilers, automobiles, residential space conditioning, etc.). The
demand for energy services may be disaggregated by sector (i.e., residential,
manufacturing, transportation, and commercial) and by specific functions within a sector
(e.g., residential air conditioning, heating, lighting, hot water, etc.). The building blocks
depicted in Figure 1 represent this network, referred to as a Reference Energy System
(RES).

Figure 1: MARKAL Building Blocks

The optimization routine used in the model’s solution selects from each of the sources,
energy carriers, and transformation technologies to produce the least-cost solution subject
to a variety of constraints. The user defines technology costs, technical characteristics
(e.g., conversion efficiencies), and energy service demands. As a result of this integrated
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approach, supply-side technologies are matched to energy service demands. The
specification of new technologies, which are less energy- or carbon-intensive, allows the
user to explore the effects of these choices on total system costs, changes in fuel and
technology mix, and the levels of greenhouse gases and other emissions. Therefore,
MARKAL is highly useful for understanding the role of technology in carbon mitigation
efforts and other energy system planning settings.

A variety of different constraints may be applied to the least-cost solution. These
constraints include those related to a consistent representation of the energy system, such
as balancing energy inputs and outputs, utilization of capacity, replacement of expended
capacity by new investments and satisfaction of demand. In addition, environmental or
policy issues, such as greenhouse gas emissions, may be examined in several ways,
including sectoral or system-wide emissions limits on an annual basis or cumulatively
over time. Alternatively, the imposition of a carbon tax or other fee structure could be
modeled if desired. As a result, various costs for carbon may be generated for different
levels of emission reductions. In this way, future technology configurations are generated
and may be compared. If constraints are also placed on the types of technologies and
rates of penetration, the configuration of the entire energy system will change. In all
cases, MARKAL will produce the least-cost solution which meets the provided set of
constraints.

Figure 2: Cost of Emission Reduction

An important fundamental result of running a MARKAL model is Constant Emission
Reduction Indicator (CERI) graph that shows the change in total system cost as a
function of the level of emission reduction. As illustrated in Figure 2, this is built up

MARKAL Results:
Cost vs Emission Reduction
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automatically from the individual technology choices made by the model, and the
associated investment and operating costs. Comparing technologies by presenting the
marginal costs on one graph provides an effectiveness ranking with respect to reductions
in emissions for the selected technologies.

A number of limitations exist for this version of the MARKAL family. One of those
limitations is the assumption of ‘perfect information’ and foresight, which precludes
incorporation of uncertainty in the analysis. The dynamic nature of MARKAL implies
that past decisions and future constraints are included in the decision process. Thus, if
there is the expectation that limits will be imposed on greenhouse gas emissions, this
information will be used in the decision process to expand or decrease the use of certain
energy technologies, or to choose less carbon-intensive capital stocks during the planning
horizon. As a result, structural changes in the capital stock may be explored, but those
changes are limited to what is both economically and technically viable. However,
uncertainties may be evaluated through the development of multiple scenarios, which are
dependent upon the analyst.

Another major limitation for this version of MARKAL is that a number of key
assumptions must be made. Most critical to the analysis are the assumptions made about
energy service demand growth. With time, the growth rates of energy demand in many
developed countries have declined for some end uses or sectors (e.g., manufacturing) and
have, in some cases, actually uncoupled from GDP growth rates, to which assumptions of
energy demand have often been tied (Greening et. al., 1998a). Still other end uses (e.g.,
transportation) may have either grown at rates equal to or exceeding GDP (Greening et
al., forthcoming, Greening et al., 1996). For all end uses, many of these changes are at
least partly attributable to improvements in technical efficiency and in some cases by
economic behaviors. Therefore, for both developed and developing countries, the
capability to link changes in energy demand growth to other economic behaviors, rather
than leaving them at the discretion of the analyst becomes a necessity. MARKAL-
MACRO provides this capability.

4. MARKAL-MACRO

MARKAL-MACRO is a non-linear, dynamic optimization model that links MARKAL,
the ‘bottom-up’ specification of a country’s energy system, to a ‘top-down’
macroeconomic growth model. The difference between a stand-alone MARKAL model
and MARKAL-MACRO is the determination of levels of demand for energy services.
The user independently determines energy service demand levels for MARKAL and
specifies them in the model. However, this fails to capture the effects on energy prices
resulting from improvements in energy-using technologies, or the effects on the
macroeconomy from changes in those prices. In MARKAL-MACRO, once MARKAL
finds the least-cost way to meet the demand, energy costs are passed back to MACRO,
which compares energy costs to activity in the rest of the economy. If a decrease in
energy costs causes an increase in consumer utility, then a new higher level of demand
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for energy services is estimated and returned to MARKAL, which repeats the cost
analysis. MARKAL-MACRO continues the process until it finds the highest possible
level of consumer utility. Figure 3 provides an overview of MARKAL-MACRO.

MACRO is a two-sector (production and consumption), aggregated view of long-term
economic growth. This model uses economic output for investment, consumption, and
inter-industry payments for the costs of energy. The model determines capital, labor,
energy service demand, aggregate investment, and energy costs endogenously (i.e.,
internally in the model), but not changes in labor supply, which the user supplied. The
MACRO portion of the model seeks to find an aggregate investment level to optimize
economic growth and maximize discounted consumer utility. This criterion is used to
select among alternative time paths for energy prices, macroeconomic consumption and
investment. Linkage to MARKAL results in a very simplified macroeconomic model,
with embedded rich technology detail. This early foray into integrated “bottom-up/top-
down” modeling was first developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory in conjunction
with Professor Alan Manne of Stanford University (Manne, 1993).

MACRO specifies production as an aggregate, nested, constant elasticity of substitution
(CES) production function. The inputs (capital, labor, and energy) may be substituted for
each other, but the specification of a CES production function ensures diminishing
returns to this process (i.e., substitution will not occur indefinitely). At the top level of the
tiered model structure, a capital-labor aggregate may be substituted for an energy
aggregate. Capital and labor are disaggregated in lower tiers of the model, which means
that capital and labor may substitute for each other directly (e.g., labor intensive
processes are automated through capital investment). Through the use of this type of
nesting framework, price-induced changes in the production structure will occur as the
relative prices of the factor inputs change (e.g., substitution towards capital if the price of
a unit labor increases relative to the price of a unit of capital, or vice versa).
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Figure 3: MARKAL-MACRO Overview

MARKAL-MACRO identifies various sources contributing to the reduction of GHG
emissions. Figure 4 provides a summary graph depicting the contribution to emission
reductions from adjustments in the energy system, demand levels and GDP. Identification
of these different sources is important from the policy development standpoint, as
different sources will require different policy measures. It is primarily a market-based
instrument that curtails demand growth, (i.e., a price signal). Efficiency increases may off
set demand growth, but those efficiency increases may not be as effective as engineering
analyses might predict (Greening, Greene, and DiFiglio, 1999). Therefore, the inclusion
of a macroeconomic component, which allows for the feedback from the energy system
model, results in an extremely powerful analytical tool.
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Figure 4: Contribution to Emission Reduction

Unfortunately, there are limitations to MARKAL-MACRO’s simplified expression of the
macroeconomy. The model is only able to roughly capture many of the changes in energy
demand resulting from changes in economic structure and other sources (Greening et. al.,
1998a). Changes in economic structure result in declines in one segment of the economy,
while another segment increases. As a result, the responsiveness to price changes will
change with time (e.g., as a more energy-price responsive segment increases, the
aggregate energy-price response will also increase). However, MARKAL-MACRO does
accept a demand “decoupling” factor for each sector and time period, which provides a
simple mechanism for expressing these different changes. Also, this type of
representation fails to capture the effects of changes in consumer preferences that may
occur, or the effects of increases in income on energy consumption (Greening et. al.,
1998b, Greening, Greene, and DiFiglio, 1999). Finally, MACRO assumes a balanced
growth path. For developing countries, this may not necessarily be the appropriate
assumption. Economic and political conditions can result in disequilibrium. To allow for
these types of market conditions, an alternative formulation of MARKAL has been
developed. This approach, discussed in the next section, presents energy consumption
and supply in a partial equilibrium framework.

MARKAL-MACRO Results:MARKAL-MACRO Results:
Means of Emission ReductionMeans of Emission Reduction
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF MARKAL TOWARDS A PARTIAL
EQUILIBRIUM MODEL

A MARKAL model solution in its standard version may be interpreted as competitive
market equilibrium for energy markets, where energy demands are fixed. However, the
endogenous determination of price sensitive useful energy demand jointly with price
sensitive supplies of energy is a more complete representation of market behaviors. Such
a partial equilibrium approach represents an alternative to MARKAL-MACRO. It is also
possible to determine the effects on GDP (using the partial equilibrium approach) when
adjusting energy demands by sector in response to mitigation policies. (Scheper, and
Kram, 1994.)

A partial competitive equilibrium can be defined as a demand ‘x’ and a supply ‘y’ at a
specified price. The equilibrium conditions for a competitive market can be stated as
follows:

• one market-clearing price per commodity,

• no excess demand in that market, and

• efficient market pricing (price is zero if excess supply exists),

• where demand and supply are derived from the rational behavior of economic
agents (i.e., consumers maximize utility and producers maximize profits and
minimize costs).

In the partial equilibrium formulation, the traditional MARKAL formulation has been
altered to reflect these assumptions. The traditional MARKAL model generates an
aggregate supply curve, which provides the cost-minimizing supply of the energy needed
to satisfy the different categories of useful energy demand and the associated market
price (i.e., marginal cost). The total cost derived from the solution can then be interpreted
as the integral under an assumed supply curve. The exogenously defined useful energy
demands have been replaced with energy demand functions. These functions relate the
demand to the market price that MARKAL has generated. Further, these functions satisfy
the usual conditions of continuity, differentiability, a negative slope, and the constraints
imposed by cross price elasticities. Both non-linear and step-wise linear representations
of demand have been implemented in MARKAL-MICRO (MICRO) and in MARKAL-
ELASTIC_DEMAND (MED) respectively.

Within the objective function of the model, the sum of consumer and producer surplus is
maximized and the equilibrium between supply and demand is derived. These
relationships are presented in Figure 5. Measures of consumer surplus are defined as the
difference between the total value consumers receive from the consumption of a
particular good and the total amount they pay for the good. Consumer surplus is the area
under the demand curve above the market price. Measures of producer surplus (i.e.,
profit) are defined as the difference between the price and the marginal costs of
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production or the area between the supply curve and the price. This equivalence is based
on the following assumptions

• for consumers, the price corresponding to a given quantity on the demand curve
represents the willingness to pay for one more unit of energy or the value given by
energy to the consumer.

• for producers, which are assumed to be price-takers with free entry and exit from
the energy supply industry, supplies are determined by the long run marginal cost,
with total costs of production minimized. Therefore, the price corresponding to a
given supply represents the marginal cost at which firms are willing to produce one
more unit.

• for both entities, the maximum benefits are obtained when the price of energy is
equal to the marginal costs of production.

Figure 5: Relationships depicted in MARKAL-MICRO/MED

In MICRO responses in price are assumed to be symmetric, i.e., the change in demand is
the same whether prices are increasing or decreasing. However, time-series analysis of
energy trends indicate that energy demand exhibits a lag in response (Gately, 1993).
Rates of capital turnover and technological innovation in the consumption of energy
result in an asymmetrical demand response, and demand may not return to previous
levels. MED does permit elasticities and variances to be specified independently for
upward and downward movements in demand to partially deal with this. In addition, in
its current implementation, this framework uses uncompensated own-price elasticities of
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demand, which do not fully reflect income effects. However, energy consumption does
increase with income. Further, rates of increase decline relative to rates of increase in
income as income increases above certain levels, (i.e., demand is quasi-homothetic—
Greening and Greene, 1998). To provide for income effects, MED has been expanded to
accommodate income elasticities. With these added capabilities, and by remaining within
the realm of linear optimization, MED has a great deal of potential.

(This work was initially carried out at the Catholic University of Leuven (Belgium) and
Groupe d’Études et de Recherche en Analyse des Décisions (GERAD of Canada)
respectively. For more information on the current version of this member of the
MARKAL family, contact Denise van Regemorter,
denise.vanregemorter@econ.kuleuven.ac.be, at KUL for MICRO or Amit Kanudia at
GERAD for MED, amit@CRT.UMontreal.CA).

6. LINKING MULTIPLE MODELS

Traditionally, MARKAL has been applied to a single geographic area, normally a
country, state or municipality. However, the need to examine the potential benefits of
cooperation between regions or other stakeholders has become an increasingly important
for the development of cost-effective climate change mitigation and energy infrastructure
development strategies. Flexible mechanisms such as permit trading, Joint
Implementation (JI), and Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects are gaining
importance in the development of carbon mitigation strategies. Since JI/CDM projects are
assumed to be bilateral arrangements between two countries (or partners in each country),
evaluation of a specific projects’ GHG emission levels and costs requires analysis for
both countries. The combination of two (or more) MARKAL models maintains all the
richness of the technology applied. As a result, individual or cumulative (“bubble”)
emission limits can be allocated to stakeholders from specific projects, trading
opportunities can be evaluated, least-cost options identified, and the associated benefits
quantified. Similar considerations exist for the development of regional energy
infrastructure (e.g., electricity transmission grids). To meet these needs, as illustrated in
Figure 6, multiple country-specific MARKAL-MED and MARKAL-MACRO models
have been combined.
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Figure 6: Linking Multiple Models

With the linked version of MARKAL, emission permits and energy products may be
either traded freely (among the cooperating partners), or according to explicitly specified
trade patterns. Specific technology choices can then be made and the displaced
technologies identified. The feedback between the overall macroeconomy of each
country and the respective energy systems is maintained through trade in other
commodities, while the specific effects on the energy system are captured through trade
in carbon permits or the implementation of joint projects.

As Figure 7 shows, incorporating emissions permits into a carbon mitigation strategy can
dramatically affect the marginal cost of reducing emissions. For Switzerland (CH) and
Sweden (SW) the costs of reducing carbon emissions by 20% are less if these two
countries compensate the Netherlands (NL) for undertaking greater reductions. Since
each individual model retains all of its technology detail, the differences in the evolution
of the energy system with and without cooperation can be examined. As shown in Figure
8, in this case without cooperation (nc) substantially reduced levels of electricity
production are required, and more expensive national mitigation options are needed. But
with a carbon permit trading scheme, the impact on the power sector is not as severe.
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Figure 7: Benefits of Trading Emission Permits

Figure 8: Country Details in 2030w/Cooperation (c) or not (nc)
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Figure 9: CO2 Marginal Costs for the Cases Analyzed.
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Figure 11: Emission Reduction Accounting Energy vs. Energy + Materials

A current undertaking integrates MARKAL-MACRO with MERGE (Manne, 1993), a
global trade model. MERGE links a number of ETA-MACRO sub-models to produce a
complete global system. ETA-MACRO models are in principle very reduced MARKAL-
MACRO models. This approach replaces one of the five ETA-MACRO regions
represented in MERGE, in this case the US, with its MARKAL-MACRO counterpart.
The resulting integrated framework retains the full technology richness available in
MARKAL while at the same time providing for global trade in energy, and CO2 permits.
The benefits of full trade are reflected in the reduced marginal cost when all parties
participate.

The work presented here is extracted from an informal technical report and the 1998
Annual Report from the ETSAP team at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). Further detail is
available at http://www1.psi.ch/www_f5_hn/Systems/ENECO/eneco_ho.html. Figure 6
depicts a linked multi-regional version of MARKAL-MACRO, which while operational
at PSI is not currently a viable production model. However, at GERAD
(http://www.crt.umontreal.ca/~amit/emg/), a multi-region MARKAL/MED has been
successfully applied in a production environment to link the US, 6 Canadian provinces
and India.
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7. MATERIAL FLOWS

Studies have shown that approximately one third of all GHG emissions can be attributed
to the materials system (Gielen, 1998). Therefore, changes in material flows can
significantly influence GHG emissions. To examine the relationship between energy and
materials, the flexible-flow structure of MARKAL was expanded to include material
flows. MARKAL tracks materials from production through disposal using the same flow
structure as applied to energy, along with provisions for accounting for the value of
recovered materials. The MATTER (MATerials Technologies for greenhouse gas
Emission Reduction) project, performed at ECN (http://www.ecn.nl/unit_bs/etsap/
markal/matter/), applied this version of MARKAL to Western Europe.

The following GHG emission reduction strategies have been considered in an
energy/materials system:

• industrial process improvements,

• CO2 removal from industrial plants and storage in depleted gas fields and aquifers,

• reduction of non-CO2 GHG emissions through end-of-pipe technology and process
substitution,

• reduction of materials consumption through product substitution (e.g. re-useable
packaging),

• materials substitution,

• renewable biomass feedstocks,

• improved waste collection and separation systems, and

• waste recycling, cascading and energy recovery.

Integrated assessment of improvements in the energy- and the materials systems is
important because different reduction strategies influence both the efficiency and related
operations of the other. For example if the introduction of renewables results in a less-
carbon-intensive electricity generation mix, production from more carbon-intensive waste
incineration plants becomes a less attractive option. As a consequence of such
interactions, the assessment of the potential and of the cost-effectiveness of reduction
strategies requires an integrated systems approach. In addition, a dynamic approach is
required because of the time lag between materials consumption and waste release
beyond the product life. For example, changing materials consumption in one year can
influence the recycling potential in future years. Moreover, GHG emission reduction
strategies may take decades until fully realized. Changing technology, changing
consumption patterns, changing resource prices and changing environmental policy goals
are issues, which must be considered in such a dynamic analysis.
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Figures 10 and 11 (see pp. 14-15) summarize the primary model results from the ECN
effort. Rigorous accounting of material flows and related emission reduction
opportunities can account for as much as 30% of overall emissions reductions. These
results demonstrate that integrated long-term materials strategies can be developed for
Western Europe and other areas. (More information regarding the MATTER model is
available from ECN, Dolf Gielen, gielen@ecn.nl.)

8. TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION BY ENDOGENOUS
TECHNOLOGY LEARNING

Technology dynamics (learning) within energy system models have been traditionally
limited to relatively short time horizons, with the assumptions defined by the user. The
initial pioneering work on the endogenous representation of technology learning in
MARKAL was done by Chalmers University in Sweden (Mattsson, 1997). Recent work
by TEEM, which consists of major modeling centers in Europe (ICCS/NTUA, KUL,
IEPE, ECOSIM, ECN, PSI, ESD, and IIASA), has resulted in the development of an
endogeneous representation of this process in a number of modeling frameworks
including MARKAL (Kypreos and Barreto, 1998; Seebregts et al., 1999). Using
estimated relationships between cumulative world-wide sales and technology investment
costs, which typically decline with experience, the process of ‘learning by doing’ can be
modeled. As a result, MARKAL users will be able to gain insights into the longer-term
effects of experience gained with a less-carbon intensive technology.

A number of questions had to be resolved in the development of an endogenous depiction
of technological learning in the MARKAL framework (Seebregts et. al., 1999). In
previous versions of MARKAL, the parameters characterizing a technology were made
consistent (i.e., aligned) with each other by the user. However, with the exception of the
starting point, this process cannot be performed in a model with endogeneous learning.
This means the costs of a technology cannot decrease in a market (or country) in response
to learning occurring in another market (country). Therefore, a mechanism was
developed to perform the process of alignment. The implemented mechanism involves
the selection of “key technologies.” Key technologies are a component in many other
technologies, e.g., gas turbines, fuel cells, and boilers. For the TEEM project, twenty
technologies were assigned to this classification. As shown in Figure 11, photovoltaics
and fuel cells enter the mixed integer program (MIP) solution, as a result of learning, as
opposed to the standard linear program (LP) solution.

The current implementation of technological learning in MARKAL assumes that the key
technologies will undergo a steady and stable future development. A number of factors
can alter this assumption, yet, no single economic theory explains the process (Greening
and Khrushch, 1996). As a result, various criteria must be applied in the selection of key
technologies, which exhibit the effects of technological learning. Endogenisation of
technology learning is appropriate for technologies, which match one or more of the
following criteria:
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• a major reduction in investment costs as a result of technology learning,

• a large expected impact of technology learning on model outcomes,

• technologies, which are clearly distinctive with respect to the applied energy
conversion process, and

• the presence of a direct competing technology with endogenised learning.

Figure 12: Affects of Technology Learning

From several perspectives, the TEEM effort provided a number of insights on the
inclusion of technology learning in a modeling framework. From a modeling perspective,
the selection of key technologies allowed for the generation of global solutions (rather
than local optimal solutions). Further, the addition of technology learning provided some
useful insights for the development of carbon policies. The TEEM results clearly show
that a carbon policy can increase the adoption rate of renewables. However, for a more
detailed evaluation of the effect of R&D, the “spill-over” of learning effects from one
technology to another, including implications on efficiency improvements and future
O&M costs additional work will be required.
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for technologies which currently have high costs and are only marginally applied,
changes in these parameters can have substantial impacts on the model’s output.
Depending on the starting point on the S-shaped diffusion curve (young versus mature),
greater or lesser impacts will occur. The assumed maximum cumulative capacity will
also determine the ultimately achievable levels of cost reductions. Because these
parameters are at least partially amenable to changes in policy, these results can have a
number of ramifications for that process. For example, investment costs and the progress
ratio can be impacted by changes in tax laws (investment credits) and subsidies.

Additional information on the TEEM project and results may be obtained from Leonardo
Barreto, Leonardo.Barreto@psi.ch, at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Villigen, Switzerland,
and A.J. Seebregts. seebregts@ecn.nl, at ECN, Petten, The Netherlands.

9. STOCHASTICS

Analyses in support of climate change decision making are characterized by uncertainty.
Carbon reduction targets, carbon emission permit prices, future costs of energy, levels of
economic output (energy demands), and future penetration rates of particular
technologies are among those uncertainties. These uncertainties are often among the most
influential drivers in a model solution. Traditionally, uncertainty has been dealt with by
scenario analysis. Different scenarios are developed based on an analyst’s assumptions,
and compared to discern the implications of their various outcomes. However, a more
sophisticated way to include uncertainty within the MARKAL model employs stochastic
programming.

Stochastic programming provides the best near-term strategy in light of long-term
uncertainties. With traditional discrete scenario analysis, each scenario represents a
specific view of the future. With stochastic programming a range of possible futures are
identified and solved collectively as a single view of the future, but with consideration
given to several plausible paths. As a result, near-term decisions consider long-term
uncertainties, and “hedging” strategies, which are robust with regard to enumerated
future conditions, are identified. This is particularly important in the context of energy
systems planning since near-term decisions often have long-term implications. This is
typically the case with major capacity investment decisions such as power plants and
distribution systems, buildings, and industrial facilities.

Uncertainty is included in a dynamic stochastic programming model through the use of
different states-of-nature. Probabilities and different values for each of the uncertain
parameters are assigned to each state-of-nature. In addition to these input assumptions the
user must also indicate the point in time when the uncertainty is resolved. For example,
uncertainty may exist whether high or low levels of CO2 emissions will be allowed in the
future. However, resolution of this uncertainty will occur by 2005. In calculating an
optimal solution, MARKAL minimizes the expected (probability weighted average)
discounted cost of the energy system. In calculating the expected cost for a time period,
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MARKAL provides a single, deterministic solution until the moment of resolution of the
uncertainty. After that moment, MARKAL will calculate the expected cost by weighting
the cost of the energy system for each state of nature with the probability assigned to it.

Through its dynamic nature, MARKAL will explicitly consider the consequences of pre-
uncertainty-phase energy system decisions on the uncertainty-phase energy system
configuration. As a result in a stochastic solution of the CO2 reduction example, more
renewable technologies will be deployed earlier, than if only the low reduction path was
considered. However, fewer of these technologies will be included if only the high
reduction scenario were followed. Even with the same probability assigned to both
events, it is unlikely that renewable deployment will be evenly divided between the two
states as illustrated in Figure 12. Therefore, the final quantity of renewables identifies the
“hedging” role of this technology. Similarly, if new investments in coal-fired power
plants do not enter in the stochastic solution there is a high probability that, new coal-
fired capacity will not be in operation for the expected lifetime under a higher carbon
reduction target.

Figure 13: Results for a Stochastic Analysis of CO2 Reduction

While stochastic MARKAL represents an improvement in the handling of uncertainty,
this version of the model does have some limitations. Energy demands within this
framework must be defined exogeneously by the user. At this time, this version does not
provide for a linkage with MACRO, and does not incorporate the features of MICRO.
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Also, this implementation of the model only allows for two states-of-nature, and permit
trading cannot be evaluated – i.e., there is no provision for linkage between regions.
However GERAD has a special (Extended) version of MARKAL available that does
incorporate trading between regions, and permits multi-stage stochastics.

(The figure shown here is courtesy of Amit Kanudia of GERAD, Canada,
amit@CRT.UMontreal.CA.).

10. ANSWER

As Figure 13 illustrates, a complex modeling system such as MARKAL-MACRO
consists of four components. However, although the theory and mathematics underlying
the model are complex, MARKAL users can effectively work with the model without a
complete command of the computational methods employed. This goal is achieved
through the use of a data handling and analysis support “shell.” This shell handles the
interactions between the user and the rest of the modeling system.

Figure 14: Relationships between Modeling Components of an Energy System
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Windows based facility substantially reduces the learning time required for new
MARKAL users. A tight integration between the three components associated with
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required to build a model, and avoids many of the potential mistakes that can occur.
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technologies by their energy carriers), the classification or grouping of technologies (e.g.,
supply, conversion, demand, etc.), and data entry (the actual description of the individual
components in the network). Improvements in the data handling facility ensure that the
RES is correctly defined, component identification and classification are complete
through the use of ‘trees,’ and that process/commodity descriptions have the correct
attributes and units. Figure 14 illustrates some of these features. When a new technology
is created, all relevant compulsory parameters are set to defaults or brought directly to the
user’s attention. As part of this improved data handling facility, context sensitive, pull-
down menus and a “Help” feature have been provided.

Figure 15: RES Component Assignment

ANSWER provides a number of enhancements over the original front end (MARKAL
User’s Support System, MUSS) for the analysis and presentation of input assumptions
and results. These enhancements include:

• data editing capabilities via ‘direct cell editing,’ similar to a spreadsheet, with data
gathering and organization possible using Microsoft EXCEL.

• utilities for scenario management of model data, and for case management of
model runs and results.

ANSWER: Tree-view/check boxes for
characterizing components
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• screening/filtering options (e.g., data for a given classification of technologies,
such as central generation facilities, may be examined as a group).

• input or results may be simultaneously examined side-by-side, with data while
cascading through the RES.

• powerful graphics and report writing capabilities via a link to EXCEL and paste
capabilities into WORD for Windows, along with three-component charting in
ANSWER.

• full support for the latest production MARKAL-MACRO GAMS code.

ANSWER presents a single consistent screen format for all data handling operations (for
both inputs and results). Information associated with any RES component can be easily
accessed through this same interface. Figures 15, 16, and 17 illustrate these features.

Figure 16: Attribute Form Comparing Input Data

Figure 16 shows an attribute oriented view of the data produced by simply selecting the
desired parameter from the Parameters Tab’s attribute list. An optional filter may be
applied to limit the selected data subset. In Figure 16, investment costs for each demand
device have been retrieved, and those associated with the transportation sector have been

ANSWER: Easy Comparison of Input Assumptions
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graphed. Graphs may be generated by highlighting rows in the spreadsheet and selecting
the desired style of graph.

Figure 17: RES and Data

The simple production/use RES window can be used to navigate through the RES by
clicking on the energy carriers. Technology data can be retrieved by clicking on a process
box.

ANSWER: RES Navigation Graphics
w/ Data
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Figure 18: Multi-Case Comparison of Results with Embedded Graphics

Comparison of modeling assumptions or results for different cases can be made by
accessing data by the RES component. In addition, as shown in Figure 18 standard report
tables are also produced by the model for each run.

ANSWER continues to evolve. An ANSWER Analysis Assistant that will allow users to
customize reports is under development. There are also plans for the development of a
GHG technology database. Users will be able to access and directly import technology
characterizations when building new models, or when introducing new technologies to
existing databases. This will increase the speed at which new models may be built.

ANSWER was developed by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource
Economics (ABARE) in close collaboration with International Resources Group (IRG)
on behalf of the ETSAP partners. For more information on ANSWER contact Ken Noble
(KNoble@abare.gov.au) at ABARE or Gary Goldstein (ggoldstein@irgltd.com) at IRG.

11. ADVANCED LOCAL ENERGY PLANNING

Several members of the MARKAL family may be used to assess energy and
environmental policies at the community level within the context of the entire energy
system (Wene, 1988, Jank, 1994). Global issues (e.g., the Kyoto Protocol) have to be
translated into national commitments, which, in turn, require local planning and action. In

ANSWER: Cross-Case Results Comparison
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addition, concerns over local air quality, other types of pollutants, and changes in the
regulatory environment have resulted in new environmental regulation and restructuring.
During the course of addressing these issues, local communities have been asked to
determine goals for their community, and build a consensus on implementation of an
energy plan. For this process, a model such as MARKAL can provide an integrating
framework for both planning and the political process.

MARKAL serves a number of purposes at the local level. The model manages the
complexity of a highly interdependent system where there are a number of competing
objectives with diverse interests. For example, a local public utility with generation
resources is often connected to a regional grid. As part of that connection, the utility is
asked to help maintain and support the viability of that system. Within the utility service
territory, the utility must be able to satisfy demand at any point in time under the
appropriate regulatory regime. With restructuring and deregulation in some areas, the
utility must do this with the least-cost mix of generating capacity. In addition, the utility
must also address the concerns of public interest groups, ordinary citizens, and at some
level the local regulatory body. Furthermore, interest in assessing a possible expanded
role for combined heat and power, as well as natural gas, requires facilities for planning
distribution systems.

A modeling framework used for local energy planning must provide for the flow of
information to all interested parties, provide an environment for conflict resolution, and
for learning about problems. The energy modeling framework should also complement
other models in use, such as geographic information systems (GIS) and urban air quality
models. The model must also be able to deal with uncertainties that might arise from the
data, the assumptions, or the understanding of potential future conditions. To meet all of
these purposes requires a set of models, which have been well designed and proven over
time.

For local planning purposes, MARKAL has been used in a number of different settings.
This includes some dozen communities in Sweden, the cities involved in the International
Energy Agency’s Advanced Local Energy Planning Programme (i.e., Delft in The
Netherlands; Mannheim, Germany; Goetenborg, Sweden; and Torino and Naples in
Italy), and Geneva, Switzerland. Output from these types of efforts have included urban
energy balances, the identification of local fuel switching opportunities, the evaluation of
potential technical efficiency improvements, and plans for the future development of
energy infrastructures. As depicted in Figure 19, the work in Geneva links MARKAL to
GIS, dispersion and impacts modules as part of the AIDAIR project, as depicted (For
more info. see http://ecolu-info.unige.ch/reserche/mutate/slide_shows/dss/GISOptim/
ppframe.htm).
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Figure 19: AIDAIR GIS Display of Ground Level Emission Concentrations and
Human Exposure

12. TIMES

TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) is the evolutionary replacement for
MARKAL. This modeling framework, which will be formally introduced in Washington,
D.C. at the ETSAP meetings during the last week in April 1999, expands the robustness
with which MARKAL can address new application areas (ranging from local energy
planning to technology-rich global modeling). Like MARKAL, TIMES is an
optimization framework, which produces the least-cost solution subject to emissions or
other constraints. The increased flexibility of the model allows for the analysis of a
number of problems, which previously required undesirable compromises or were
beyond the analytical limits of MARKAL.

The features of the new model allow for the evaluation of a number of problems of
interest in energy planning and carbon mitigation. For example, in the area of carbon
mitigation the new inter-regional linkage feature may be used to evaluate the effects of
carbon permit trading and the implementation of CDM projects. This same feature will

ALEP w/ AIDAIR:
Industrial Immissions & Exposure
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allow the evaluation of regional energy infrastructure needs. Several of the features of
TIMES will allow for a more realistic portrayal of the process of technological change, or
the processes of innovation and diffusion. The vintaging of technologies, (i.e., the
increase in cost over time as a technology ages) allows for the modeling of the
replacement and investment decisions of different technologies. As a result of this type of
enhancement, the analysis of early reduction credits and subsidies for less carbon- or
energy-intensive technologies becomes more realistic.

The development of a flexible number of divisions of time, and variable period lengths
with an unlimited number of periods increases the number of problems which may be
modeled for energy planning and carbon mitigation efforts. For example, TIMES may be
used to model the effects of time-of-use electrical rates on load curves. Also, the variable
period lengths allow for the evaluation of the effects of carbon mitigation policies in not
only the short-run, but also in the intermediate- to long-run time horizons of five- or ten-
year increments. This increases the time horizon over which policies may be evaluated,
while at the same time keeps solution of the model tractable.

Some of the main features of the current implementation of TIMES, which distinguish it
from MARKAL, include:

• standard naming conventions for attributes of all technology types,

• extremely flexible process descriptions allowing for easier representation of both
simple and more complex process descriptions, as depicted in Figure 20,

• allowance for the specification of fuel- and process-dependent efficiencies (in
MARKAL additional processes and a dummy commodity are necessary to enable
the modeling of flexible input/output flows) , as depicted in Figure 20,

• variable period lengths and an unlimited number of periods,

• flexible number of divisions of time within a year,

• vintaged processes may be described, (e.g., fixed operating and maintenance costs
increase due to more frequent maintenance intervals for older electricity generation
facilities),

• changes in a technological process can be reflected using the vintage period as an
additional index (i.e., a single process behaves like several different processes
depending on its vintage period),

• distinctions between the economic and technical lives of a technology,

• inter-temporal equations to permit examination of retrofitting and life extension
options,
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• year-dependent changes in attribute values (e.g., fixed operating and maintenance
costs increase due to higher labor costs),

• an inter-regional exchange feature enables easy linkage of different regions and
allows for the analysis of such problems as carbon permit trading, carbon leaching,
energy and energy intensive product trade, and the development of electrical grid
capacity, as shown in Figure 20, and 21,

• an annualized objective function that carefully handles the incremental buildup in
small capacities (e.g., cars), as shown in Figure 22, and the lead time for large
projects (e.g., hydro-electric plants).

Figure 20: Multi-fueled Process with Associated Efficiencies/Emissions
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Figure 21: Trade of Any Commodity Between Regions

Figure 22: Incremental Accounting of Capacity Build-up

As TIMES and MARKAL share the same modeling paradigm, knowledge and experience
gained using MARKAL is directly relevant to later work with TIMES. With this in mind
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a migration path has already been tested to move a model from MARKAL to TIMES.
While TIMES will be introduced in Spring 1999 it will not be embedded within the
necessary user-friendly “shell” such as now exists with ANSWER for MARKAL.
However, ETSAP views TIMES as its model of the future and is proceeding with the task
of defining the requirements for a support system for TIMES. For more information on
TIMES visit www.crt.umontreal.ca/~amit/themodel.

13. OTHER ENHANCEMENTS PLANNED FOR MARKAL

A number of other enhancements are planned for MARKAL in the short-term to further
expand analysis capabilities of the GHG issue. These include (1) linkage to IRG’s
Compact and Innovative Enterprise Performance Rating and Analysis System∗

(CIEPRAS™); (2) development of a technology database and the expansion of the
coverage of the multi-region version of MACRO/MED; (3) inclusion of a watershed
module developed at the World Bank; and (4) linkage to the Forestry and Agriculture
Sector Optimization Model (FASOM).

Outside of the electrical generation sector, the industrial sector has the greatest potential
for rapid response to greenhouse emissions mitigation pressures. The industrial sector is
driven by the constant need to increase overall productivity. Energy use patterns are one
of the centrally important components of achieving this goal, but also the target of carbon
mitigation efforts. At the same time, industry is also the focus of controls on other
effluent releases. At International Resources Group (IRG), a benchmarking and
evaluation framework has been developed and deployed to help industry grapple with
these issues. This system, CIEPRAS, provides a tool, which can be utilized to evaluate
individual industrial facilities for the establishment of a monitoring and reporting
framework. This framework is consistent with the requirements for ISO14000
certification. Also, this tool provides a means of benchmarking an individual facility
against industry averages and best practices. The energy efficiency aspect of this
approach is portrayed in Figure 23.

                                                       
∗ CIEPRAS™ is designed to provide cost-effective environmental management systems for industrial
pollution control, other point sources, commercial developments, and urban or natural systems.
CIEPRAS™ is a registered trademark of IRG.
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Figure 23: CIEPRAS Benchmarking of Energy Efficiency Components

Combining CIEPRAS with MARKAL capabilities has the potential to overcome the
relative lack of data on mitigation opportunities for the industrial sector for non-
developed countries. At IRG consideration is being given to providing a direct link
between CIEPRAS and MARKAL. The combined tool will provide measurement-quality
data regarding the current levels of emissions and technologies. This combination will
also provide estimates of the potential for emissions reductions and costs of specific
improvements in energy efficiency and other mitigation options. Linkage between the
two frameworks will result in the development of the most cost-effective carbon
mitigation strategies for the sector as a whole. From this, the associated system-wide
impacts (e.g., displaced capacity requirements in the power sector) and benefits (e.g.,
reduction in the marginal cost of reduction) of mitigation strategies available to the sector
will be easily discerned. Reciprocally, a version of MARKAL with flexible demands
(MACRO/MICRO/ MED) can provide forecasts to CIEPRAS of future energy costs and
demand levels. This integrated approach will add value to both methodologies and
thereby the environmental decision-making process.

To complement the linkage of MARKAL and CIEPRAS, another potential improvement
under investigation includes the development of an internet-based database to support the
analysis of carbon mitigation options. Typical data that might be included in the database
are historical energy consumption, characterizations of energy supply and end-use
technologies, economic parameters such as discount rates, rates of inflation, income
elasticities with respect to fuel, and other, economic, and demographic data by country.
This database will provide the necessary inputs more country models
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(MARKAL/MACRO/MED). This effort would supplement work underway at GERAD to
expand MED towards global coverage. Reduced MED models are being constructed for
regions such as China, Russia, ROW, and other countries not yet available in the
MARKAL framework. Models for these additional countries will be combined with the
Canadian, US, Western Europe, Japan, and other OECD models. It is anticipated that this
modeling framework will be operational this year. PSI, in close cooperation with IRG, is
considering a decomposition approach to split MEDI from MACRO. Iteration between
the two models will result in a Global MARKAL-MACRO/Trade model.

For many countries, the availability of water supplies is a major issue for development
planning. Substantial amounts of energy are used for desalinization or irrigation (e.g.,
Kuwait, Jordan). Crucial to any energy system planning effort is the inclusion of this
component in a carbon mitigation planning effort. Since climate change will impact water
supply, efforts to adapt to changes in quantities and availability of water will be an
important part of overall planning efforts. To meet these needs, plans are underway to
incorporate a watershed model into MARKAL. The candidate watershed model was
previously developed at the World Bank. As a result, the analytical rigor and robustness
of the model has been demonstrated in the analysis of projects for this entity.

Global-scale changes in climate will likely have significant impacts on land use patterns,
including impacts on agricultural and forested lands. A significant number of developing
countries have economies which are heavily dependent on agriculture, so depiction of
this sector in any modeling framework will be critical. In addition, if the potential
impacts of such projects as reforestation or similar carbon sequestration projects are to be
evaluated, these activities must be included in an analysis framework. We are currently
investigating the feasibility of a linkage between FASOM, a spatial equilibrium model of
the forestry and agricultural sectors, and MARKAL-MACRO. This type of framework
will provide for the analysis of: (1) carbon sequestration projects, (2) agri/silvi-culture
opportunities, and (3) shifts of crop land to other purposes.

14. CONCLUSION

The MARKAL family of models represents a series of extremely powerful tools for the
analysis of energy planning with its associated environmental impacts. Through time, the
model has evolved from a simple optimization framework used only by researchers, to a
very sophisticated package with many potential applications to the analysis of policy and
planning questions. The recent addition of a Windows based “shell” places the model
framework within the reach of the user, who may not have knowledge of programming or
optimization theory. With expanding levels of support, the model is expected to obtain
even wider acceptance.

With a number of versions of MARKAL available, all of which are incorporated into a
single production version, the user may select the model with the most appropriate set of
underlying economic assumptions for the particular issue to be addressed. The original
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version of MARKAL required the exogeneous specification of all of the parameters.
Development of three other variants of the model (MACRO/MICRO/MED), have
resulted in the introduction of price sensitivity to the forecasts of demand. The most
recent introduction of technology learning into the framework begins to address one of
the major remaining questions in the modeling of the energy system, i.e., introduction of
reductions in technology costs and increases in penetration rates as experience is gained
with the technologies. This crucial advancement will result in improved long-range
forecasts. The continuing evolution of the modeling framework has also provided a
means of explicitly addressing uncertainty and the flows of other materials in addition to
energy through the system. Finally, the ability to link several MARKAL models has
resulted in an expansion of the types of regional issues and climate policies that may be
analyzed.

With the introduction of the newest member of the MARKAL family, TIMES, this
spring, and the other planned enhancements, the model will extend beyond just the
planning of the energy and material system. TIMES with its increased flexibility in the
description of energy consuming processes, and economic detail will provide an even
more powerful analytical tool. The introduction of agricultural, forestry, and water
modules will produce an integrated framework for natural resource planning. As a result,
the MARKAL family is rapidly moving from its earliest incarnation as a regional energy
planning model to an all-encompassing tool for use in any number of planning situations.

The MARKAL family provides a means of translating global commitments for the
mitigation of GHG emissions into specific actions and projects. The cost effectiveness
and benefits of these individual activities as well as the added benefits arising from
cooperation opportunities need to be evaluated and quantified. The MARKAL family of
models provides a flexible, well understood, proven, verifiable and evolving
methodology that can contribute insights to assist with informed decision-making.
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